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The MISSOURI SCHOOL of MI NES 
l~olla, AI issouri 
~~~~'lor ... ------lw 
1llrbirutinn 
~bltlin Jfostpb 1Jiobn 
tnbo.Se beatb hla.S .so beeplp regretteb 
bp eberpone tonnetteb hlitb tbe ~i.s­
.souti ~cbool of ~ines, tna.s a natibe 
of tbi.s .state. latior to entering tbi.S 
in.stitution, be attenbeb tbe ~t. JLoui.s 
111niber.sitp of ~t. JLoui.s, ~i.S.Souti. 
fl. mlbHe bere be won letters in jfoot-
ball, ~rack anb jia.sketball. ~e tna.s 
captain of tbe 1919· 20 jia.sketbaU 
~earn anb tna.s electeb captain of tbe 
1920·21 ~tach ~earn. fll'Qe tna.s a 
member of tbe Jkappa ~lpba jfrater-
nitp. ~e took an actibe part in all 
.Stbool actibitie.s. 'Q!::be best tbat \:De tan 
.Sap about ''<fbbie" is tbat be com-
manbeb tfJe respect of aU 




U N pre~enting this book, the fifteenth Rollamo, to you, we "h .. h to say that we have tried to convey a true picture of the ~ life of the student in and about Rolla, l\ I issouri, at the S<.·hool 
of Mines. We have striven to make this picture as comprehensive 
and as representative as possible. Tn order to gain th is end we have 
put aside our indiv idual feeling and have endeavored to replace it with 
a cosmopoli tan one. Any sentiment t hat we considered current among 
a ny group of students has been given a place here. 
\Ve have no apologies to make. \\'c ha,·e made an honc::-.t cfTon 
to please and if we have failed the fail ure is irremediable. 
J 0 EW.\RT ] OXE:-i 
H . E. 0JER!-> 
R. L. j ou:--so:-.. 
ROY ERICKSON 
Eow. K .\lli.BAU)t 
jOE l\11. \YILSO:>.. 
K . H . 01~ CoussER 
\Y. E. C.\::-.E 
j. F. H OSTE R \I\:\ 
\V. H . DLJ\LOP . 
ROLLAMO BOARD. 
Editor in Chief 
Business Jfana.!!_er 
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ALBERT ROSS HILL 
President of the Unit,ersity 
\ 
j!\r. etC. J). jfulton 
Dr. Fulton was named Director of the Missouri School 
of Mines and Metallurgy as successor to Dr. McRae in June, 
J920. 
He is a man well known in the circles of Mining and 
Metallurgical industries. He received his E. M. al Colum-
bia University in 1897. Since then he has held the chair of 
Professor of Metallurgy at the South Dakota State School 
of Mines and at the Case School of Applied Science. During 
most of his time at the South Dakota State School of Mines 
he was also President of that institution. AL the present 
time Dr. Fulton is Consulting Metallurgist for the Ameri-
can T nstitute of Mining Engineers; a member of that insti-
tution; and a member of the l\tining and Metallurgical Society 
of America. 
With llw experience of President at the South Dakota 
School of Mines and hi-; practical knm\lcdgc of the field in 
which this school i!' mo<>l vitally interested, we feel sure that 
we have a man at the head of this school who is well fit ted for 
the task and who will advance the institution. 
Dr. Fulton has already proven to us that he dC!-CrYes our 
co-operation in any plans which he has for benefiting the 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy. 

\ 
fljoarb of cteurators 
] Oli N H. BRADLEY . 
J udge Springfield Court of Appcab 
E. L\ :-;SJK(; R .\Y . 
President Globe- Democrat 
H. B. M c D A:->IEL 
Ba nker 
DR. G. E. 1\ f u:->s . 
Physician and Surgeon 
P. E. BuRrO:\ . 
M 11:rox TooTu~, J 1c 
Ba nker 
DR. S. L. BAY~JNGEH 
Physicia n and Surgeon 
H . J. B L.\XTOX 
Edi tor and P ublisher 











Cfxetutibe Qeommittee of tbe ~is.s-outi ~tbool 




Director of School of Jtfiues 
Eowtr-; K A li LI.IAmt 
C HAS . K NAPP 
C. H . F ULTOX 
\ 
llr. ~. JL. jfflcl\ae 
Dr. McRae was director of the Missouri School of Mines from 
1915 until june, 1920. Prior to that time he had been an Jnst ructor in 
this school for nineteen years. During his term of service he has 
been extremely conscientious and ever zealous for the advancement 
of the school. He was at all limes willing to render any assistance 
possible to the students. He was an ardent advocate of athletics 
and is yet greatly interested in all our contests. 
\\'c wish to extend the thanks of the student body to Dr. l\1cRae 
for the achievements he had accomplished for the ~chool. 
Pau(JJ 
ELMO Got. tGHTLY HARRIS, C. E. 
Professor of Civil Engineering. 
American Society of Civil Engineering. 
CARROLL RALPH FORBES, B.S., E. ~(. 
Tau Bela Pi, Sigma Rho, S. r. E. 
Professor of ~line Engineering. 
CEORGE Ri!t.NALO OEM<, B. S., c. E. 
Tau Beta Pi 
Professor of :\lathematics. 
Hcgistrar ~lissouri School of ~lines. 
jOSEPH '"""E HARLE\, A. B., A. ;\I., Ph. D. 
Sigma Xu 
Profcc;wr of English and :'\Todcrn Languages. 
IIAIWLI> LF.si.IC: \\' HEELER, .\. B .. B. L. S. 
Phi Kappa Psi. 
Librarian. 
Member of the American Library Associa-
tion, :\lissouri State Library Association, 
Special Libraries Association. 
LEO:\ £LMER \\'()00\IA:\, .\. B.,:\. :\1., Ph. D. 
Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi. 
Professor of Physics. 
Fellow of the Amer. Ass'n for the :\d,·ance-
ment of • cience. 
American Phy!>ical Society. 
Pag~ ,IJ 
\\'u.u ,\\1 DECAKMO TvR:-d,R, B. S., Ph. D. 
Sigma Xi, Phi Kapr.a Phi. 
Professor of Ch<·misi ry. 
.\mcrican Chcmkal ~odcty. 
' 
Cu.\RLI~.., Y. CI .. \\'TO,, B. :-.., :\let. E. 
Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, Quo \'adis, 
. igma Camma Epsilon. 
Profc~sor of :\lctallurgy. 
:\lembcr of Institute of :\ll'tals, London; 
American Institute of :\I ining and :\letal-
lurgical Engineer::.: Con:.uhing :\letallurgist, 
l'. S. Bureau of ;\lines. 
CIIAKLES LAl'ltE~CE OAKE, .\. B., A. :\1., 
Ph. D. 
Acacia, Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, (;amma Alpha. 
Professor of Geology and :\ lineralogy. 
C H ARI.ES EowARU CooKE 
(;amma Alpha, Sigma Camma Epsilon. 
Professor of Topographic Engineering. 
\\'ashington Society of Engineers. 
Topographic Engineer, C. S. G. S. 
LEON ELLIS GAKRETT, B. s. 
Tau Beta Pi 
Professor of ;\I cchanics. 
LT. IIOWARI) LOlliS PJ>CKIIAM 
Professor of Military Science and Tactics. 
First Lieutenant, Corps of Enginrcrs, U ... 
Arm)'· 
Society of American l\1 ilitar)' Engineers. 
FRANK EDWARD DEN:\1£, B. s. 
Associate Professor of Athletics. 
Physical Director. 
IIO\\ \R[) LEROY Dl NL.\P, B. s., :\. :\1. 
Phi Delta Chi 
.-\s'>Oeiatc Professor of Chemistry. 
. \mcrican Ch<·miral Society. 
ll "NR\' ll oRlo:o; AKMo,tn, B. '-1., C. E. 
Sigma >Ju, Phi Kappa Phi 
Associate Profes!.Qr of Civil l::n~:imwing-. 
:\!ember of Soci<'l\ for Promot ion of En-(!'inrering Education · 
FREDERICK \\tLLI.\\1 ... H.\\\, :\1. D. 
As-;ociate Profcs...or of llr!-!icne. 
l '. S. Arm\, 1910-1919, ( .raduale '-ltudcnt 
j ohn Hopkin-., Rc"-t·an·h '-ltudcmt \\ m. \'olkcr 
Research Lahorator\', 1919 . 
Jmml'u 11'-':SRY BO\n;::-; 
Assistanl Professor of :'\lechanical Engi-
neering. 
Et:GE!\E LEE JOH::\SO::\, Ph. B., LL. B. 
Assistant Professor of English. 
Secretary to the Faculty. 
FLO\!) l ltL.L FRAMI>, A. B. 
Phi Kappa Phi 
:\gsistnnt Profcsror of Electrical Engineering. 
GARRETT :\. i\lllLE::\DlJRG, A. B., ;\[. s. 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
Assistant Professor of Geology and Miner-
alogy. 
P (l(Je 36 
\ 
jol>gJ>II RAMos CnrcR \S, E. ~1. 
Tau Beta Pi. 
. \ssislant Profe:-.sor of Geology. 
Ct..\IR \ ' ICTOR ~lAX'\, B. s. 
Tau Beta Pi. 
Assistant Professor of Drawing, American 
.\ss'n of Engint~rs, Society for Promotion of 
Eng. Education. 
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HOJIIiiH I 1'1: RIIO\IIS, B.s., M . E. 
l>1•lt ,, l 'p,.,iJon . 
:\ssist<tnl Proft:.,"-Or uf 
lltl·ring 
jlhl \II BRIIl(oU, . \ . B., ~I.~. 
~igrna Xi, "•gma Camma Ep ... ilon. 
_\c;,j.,tant Proft·,<;Or of (;cology. 
Rn.A'I> Ft.ETCHER RATLIFF, A. B., A. l\f. 
As~i-.tant Professor of Physics. 
CI .. \RL '\ (;1-; CD\\.\KD B .\ROSLE\", B. s. 
. -\s!.istant Profc~r of Topographica l Engi-
neering. 
~ -------------------------------------------
:\1.\RTI:-. HAKMOX THORNBERRY, !\let. E., 
13. S. (Gen. ~c.) 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 
1 n,tructor in :\lctallurgy, Research :\letal-
lurgist E..;pcrimcnt Station. 
\\' \RKg:-. ~OTT BC)\('1::, A. B .• • \. ~r.. Ph. 0 . 
.-\.,,istant Professor of Economics. 
Paoc .l.s 
\ '.\N BltREN HI NSCH, B. s., E. ~1. 
Phi Delta Theta 
Instructor in i\!athematics. 
:\RTIH'R ScOTT 
~la>.tt•r ~rgcant, C. S .. -\. 
I n.,truetor in ;\I ilitary ~cicncc and Tactic::.. 
j O::.m•ll II Er.. R Y lJ 1\llli R WOOD 
I n~• ruetor in Forge Shop. 
Tum1 '" ~ l t:LI.OR B.w-.,, E. ;\I. 
• Beta• Theta Pi, Tau Beta Pi. Sigma Xi. 
;\I ilitary Order of Dnai(On:.. 
Instructor in ~lctallurgy. 
RM.l'll \'!:'\CENT PRITCHARD, B. S. 
I n~tructor in Mathematics. 
OSCAR AU.\~1 II E:\NINC, A. B., A. :\1. 
Instructor in German. 
jOE BE.\TY lkTLER, B. s. 
Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
American A:;~'n of Engineers. Charter 
:\!ember of Soc. of .\m. :\lilitary Engineers. 
I 
PIERRE c~:t.hsT' ' CA\IIliARRe, A. B., Ph. B. 
Instructor in Spanish and French. 
Page 40 
KARt. KENNI!Tn KeRSHNER, 13. S., ~1. S. 
Paoe 41 
Phi Kappa Phi 
Instructor in Chemistry. 
\ 'JCTOR KOPI' I.~ FI SCIIL.OWITZ, B. s. 
I n~>tructor in Chrmistry. 
Eom:xo HAROLD \\'OOL.R>Cii 
Kappa Sigma 
Instructor in Drawing. 
\ 
' 
etbtr jf acultp ~ssistants 
1\L\RlO:-.- S. 8.\DOLLET, B.S. 
B \R~E\ vDEDL\ J:\, B.S. 
\VJLL[A}l \V . \YEI GEL, B. S. 
Assistant 1'u Chemistry 
Assistant in Chemistry 
Assistaut in J1f1'ning 
OTHER OFFICERS 
EDWIN KAHLB.\U~I . 
ROBERT R . DICKERSO:-.-
ZELLA ELIAS 
MRS. H. 0. NOR\"JLLE 
1\r~A EDITH EXGI.lSil 
NA!'ICY HARRISON 
Euz.\BETH MoxTGO~IE"RY 
RuTH F. STE\'EXS 
E\',\ MA\ ll:--.DER\\"000 . 
~hLDRED, . FISCHLO\\' ITZ 
Business 1Uanager 
Supt. of Grounds a1ld Bldgs. 
Secretary to Director 
Assistant Librarian 
Cataloguer, Library 





BL'REAl' OF l\1 IXES EXPERIMEt\T STATIO:\ 
J. J. R uTLEDGE, Supt. 
JoHN GRoss, Metallurgist 
\\'ILL H. CoGHILL, Meta llurgi:>t 
C. 0. ANDERSON, Metallurgist . 
WALTER SCOTT, Ass'l Meta llurgist 
Not.L H uBBARD, Chief Clerk 
ALBE RT L. .ToHxs, Cl<.>rk 




Rolla, JU i ssou ri 
Rolla, Missouri 
St. Louis, .1Jissouri 
ST DENT ASSISTANTS 
E. S. \YHEE LER, Chemistry 
ll usTo=-- TAYLOR, Chemistty 
E.\\'. REMBERT, Chemistry 
J. P. CoLBERT, Cit•il E11gin. 
H. F:. Z o LLER, Civil E n[!,iu. 
E. G. :vl.\CHIX, Civil Eup,in. 
L. E. D . wmsox, Geology 
W. F. ~ETZEBA~o, Geology 
II .\\'. H URST, Assayinf!, 
\V.\DL-\.:-; CROW, Jtletallurgy 
J. H. R OHLOFF, l\1e[{ll//fr{!.)' 
R. L jonxso:-.;, .Metallurgy 
H. L BAILEY, Mining 
0. E. H uFnr.\:'\, Physics 
M. L. FREY, English 
S. L. LLOYD, Englt'sll 
\¥. L. STEWART, Mathematics 
H. C. LOESCHE, Drawiug 
C. J. MILLAR, Gymnasium 
E. J. ToRRENCE, Office 
A. L. A CKERS, Vocl. Tr. 
J. L. BuumR, Gymnasium 
J.P. GoRDO:-:, Gymnasium 
W. W. BoLT, Gymnas1mn 
\\'.\\'.KEELER, Vocational Training 
]. Ew.\RT Jmms, Vocational Training 
GEO. B. BLOOM , Vocational Training 
jon:-.; H. Doucm~RTY, Reg. Office 
.____ ___ --------~~----~~~t.p~,.;"'!t!.J"' 
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~enior ctelass l\ebiew 
HE majority of our class entered school 
in the fall of '1 7, but since the war many 
~~w=c men of former classes have returned to 
affiliate themselves with the class of '21. 
As Freshmen, '"e took our share of hazing, 
as all good Freshmen should, and looked fonvard 
to the next year when, as Sophs, it would he our 
turn. The next fall, however, found the S. A. T. 
C. established in the school and we were able to 
administer instruction to the Frosh only on rare 
occasions. 
\\'e have always been represented in all 
branches of athletics. During this year the rec-
ords made by Mort Wilson, Cairns (Captain), 
and White at football; Rohloff at basketball; 
and Needham and \Yhite in track are records 
that any class could be proud of. 
As students, throughout our college career, 
we find that we have had representatives in the 
two extremes of the classes. The average of the 
class, as a whole, has ranked high. 
Members of our class have always been leaders in all forms of school acti\·-
ities. \Vc were among the leaders in the nationalizing of the Guards of 
St. Patrick and were the first Junior class to present the Guard of St. Patrick 
Pin or t:mblem to the graduating class. 
Strange is the feeling of each Senior as the time draws ncar for him to start 
out in the world and prove the value of a college education. As Freshmen, we 
envied the Seniors who were about to leave school, but now, as Seniors. we envy 
those undergraduates who will return again to M. S. M. 
Paor ;,;; 
L. E. DAVIDSOi\ 
R. K. STROUP 





STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES 
A. F. DELALOYE L. E. D.\\'lDSOX 
R. K STROUP 
HAROLD LEL.\:-.D BAILEY \ irginia, Ill. 
Mine Enginerring Class 1920 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Theta Tau, Quo \ 'adis, Satyr, 
American Ass'n of Engineers, Student Coun-
cil 1919, Pres. Athletic Board. 
"Bill" is another one of our mid-year grad-
uates. A practical man thru and thru and one 
on whom we can count to bring home the bacon. 
\\"ould never disclose his middle name except 
on very special occasion. Was Prof. Forbes' 
right-hand man and spent most of his time in 
!\'l in ing Lab. 
(;EORGE BAR~RT'I BLOOM .:\ laysville, :\ lo. 
General Scienrr Class 1920 
, ~ppa Alpha, Si~ma Gamma Epsil?n, Q'!o 
\ ad1s, Square and Compass, A. I. .\I. & .\1. E., 
Editor Rollamo 1920, Pres. Student Council 
'20, Tennis Team 1920, Student Instructor 
Mineralogy in 1920. 
"Blossom" graduated in Dct·cmhcr and fel l 
for the army life. lie just couldn't stay out 
of the clouds. li e is now O)•ing at Carlstrom 
Field in Florida. Bloom was here last summer 
and admitted that he enjoyed every minute 
of the time. 
Eown.; j osePH Bon!\ St. Louis, .\lo. 
Civil Engineerinf{ Class 1921 
Kappa Alpha, Quo Vadis, A. t\. E., Nierder 
Club, "M" Football '17, '18, Honorary "\I " 
1920, "i\1" Basketball '19, '20, ".\1" Track ' 19, 
'20, Captain Basketball 1919-'20, Elected Cap-
tain Track 1920-'21. 
"Eddie" left us in Xo,·cmbcr '20, but his in-
fluence will long be felt in the t~Chool. The 
i\lemorialthat we arc erecting to him hut slight-




KARL WJLLIA)I BooKER Kansas City, ~lo. 
)\1i11e E11gineering Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Press Club, Square and Com-
pass, Student Council '20, American Ass'n of 
Engineers, Mo. Mining Ass'n, A. I. M. & l\L E. 
M iner Board '20, '21. 
"Book" hails from Kansas City, but has tried 
to live that down by his work on the Miner 
Board. Is a hard and consistent worker. A 
real student and a strong supporter of all school 
activities. Has been known to visit Cuba with 
alarming regularity. Has no inclination to 
argue. 
CARROLL PRESTON BuRFORD Beaumont, Texas 
Mine Engineering Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, American Ass'n of Engi-
neers, A. l. l\1. & J\11. E., Rollamo Board '20. 
No one seems to know just how he acquired 
the good old Spanish name of '' Bobo," but Dame 
Rumor has it that he was a gun in Descrip. Is 
one of our most consistent and nonpartial fussers. 
ARTHUR L. CAIRXS Cape Girardeau~ i\1o. 
Metallurgy Class 1920 
Sigma r u, Pipe and Bowl Club, Captain 
Football Team '20, "M" in Football in '17-'18-
'19-'20. 
Buddy voluntarily incarcerated himself for 
life early in the Football season. Won his 
fourth letter in football in '20. Has some ex-
pectations of being a ;\let. Engr. 
KFANG Yl' CHANG K.unghsien, I lonan, China 
Mine Engiuecring Class 1921 
Independent, American Ass'n of Engineers, 
A. I. :\1. & :\1. E. 
Chang hails from China, and therefore we 
are short of dope on his mental affiictions such 
a!> fussing. .:\evertheless, he is a good student 
and a ,,·illing worker. We are inclined to be-
lieve fmm his actions that "Someone" is wait-
ing for him. 
J L LES PHILIP COLBERT ~(aryville, :\lo. 
Cit·il E11gineering Class 192r 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, C. E. Society, 
American Ass'n of Engineers, Delegate to St. 
Pat's Convention '20. 
" jules Philip" has all the qualifirations of a 
Prof. and takes especial delight in showing the 
\ ·ocates that they don't know much about 






Grubstakers, Theta Tau, Quo Vadis, Ameri-
can Ass'n of Engineers, A. I. M. & M. E., 
;\lo. !\lining Ass'n, Rollamo 1913-'1-1-, Business 
~lgr. Ath. AS!>'n 1913-'1-l. 
":\like" was a tn<.'mber of the '1-1- class whore-
turned to school last fall for his degree. He 
found the way!> of the student much diflerenl 
from those of olden days. Noted for his regu-
lar attcndan(·e at the shows and his stories of 
i\'lcxico and Russia and his famous expression: 
" I t's all a --- mistake." 
Paqr 48 
\ 
BENJAMIN S. CORNWELL 
Mine Engineering 
St. Louis, l\fo. 
Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 
American Ass'n of Engineers, l'vlo. l\'lining Ass'n., 
A. l. M.& M. E. 
"Bennie" was in the navy, but he had a friend 
who was a pilot in the Cavalry. As a "fusser" 
we can't hand him much, but that is the girls' 
hard luck and not his. 
VVA\'MAN CROW 
Metallurgy 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Class I9I9 
Kappa Alpha, American Ass'n of Engineers, 
A. J. M. & M. E., Chem. and Met. Society; 
Miner Board 191i. 
Crow spent some few years in the army and 
returned to school in 1919. He has been work-
ing under "Boots" since he came back and is 
now quite a metallurgist and well known as an 
Electrical Engineer. 
LEWIS ELY DAVJDSO:-: Savannah, 1\lo. 
Mine Engineering Class I9T8 
Prospectors, Phi Kappa Ph i, Tau Beta Pi,Theta 
Tau, American Ass'n of Engineers, President 
Senior Class, Rollamo Board '19-'20, A. I. M. & 
M. E. 
Will probably be a geologist. Spent last sum-
mer chasing "Ruby Doux" over the Ozarks. 
Says he found several excellent specimens, but 
can show no conclusive evidence. Metamorpni-
cally speaking, occurs locally in contact with 
Hurst and Bailey. 
19!1 
• \l' Gl,:ST F!!.\ '\Ch DELALOYE 
.l!iue Enf!.inerrinf!. 
Rolla, ~lo . 
Class 1921 
Independent, J. Q., .-\meriran .hs'n of Engi-
neers, Mo. lVIining Ass'n., A. I. :\1. & i\1. E., 
Pres. Junior Class '20, Bus. ~!gr. Ath lctit· Ass'n 
'19-'20. 
"Gus" is an (hark product and i!> gcnerall~ 
st•en in "Light~" with his pipe in one hand and 
a cue in the other. Sometimes he has been 
known to tote a book around. l ie is Bob 
Dickerson's chief flunky, and was n(•ver known 
to bother the skirts. Also an authoritv on 
"home brew.'' 
-




Bonan?..a Club, American .-\ss'n of Engineers, 
:\lo. Highway Engineers' Ass'n. 
"Pride of the Ozarks." I l<ts a l(•ndenry 
toward the gent lc• :.rt o f fussing, Ctlpec-iallr within 
"The" family! Aspires to the pos1tion of 
county :sun·c}'Or in 19-lS. 




Pi Kappa Alpha, Theta Tau, .\ mcri(·an Ass'n 
of Engineers, A. I. ~ 1. & i\1. E., ~ l o. :\lining 
Ass'n. 
Fiedler returned to school aftl•r st!n·ke in 
the army and se\cral years of pranit·al expe-
ricnc(', but never allowed that to affect him as 
he got back into tlw "swim" very t•asily. b 
one of the few in st·hool this yrar 11 ho miss the 
good old days. 
\ 
\'lCTOR K. FISCHL0\\'11"/. St. Louis, \lo. 
Chem£cul Engiueering Class 1920 
T ndependent, ~letallurgy and Chemica I So-
ciety. 
"Fish" hasn't left Rolla for two years hut 
once. Jl c was sure lucky that time, thou~h. 
for he brought back his "better half." lie 
now spends his time in trying to ponetrate the 
domes of some of the Sophomore Chemi~t~. 
PERC\' C. FoRM.>.:"\ 
Jfi11e E11ghm•ri11g 
Pi Kappa Alpha. 
S."'$<\kwa, Okl;\. 
Class 1920 
Percy is another one of tho~e whom fate 
has led astray. Is also one of those quiet, un-
obtrusin- fellows who is always ready to shoulder 
his share of the work and is sure to do it to the 
best of his ability. Can be ~een mo~t anr 
time of the day carrying home grorcrics or get tin!{ in wood. 
EARL ~l cKINI.EY Ct ,. 
.. Vine l~11gineeri11g 
l)av<•nporl, Iowa 
Clnss 1921 
Bonan?A"', Square and Compas~. Star and c;ar-
ter, Satyr, .\merican Ass'n of Engineer:;, \lis-
souri .\l ining and ~ l etallurgintl .\ ss'n., Pres. 
of Trowel C lub ' 19-'20. 
One of the shortcoming:; of Da,cnporl. 
Caruso of the Country Club. l sua II) ~t·t•n 
looking for !;Omething that he ha:-. lost. 
1921 
1921 





Hahn bt'came a member of the Benedicts of 
l\1. S. l\1. before he was half thru school. Is a 
frequent visitor to the library and picture show 
with his belter half as company. \\"as quite a 
gun in the S'. A. T. C. 




Pi Kappa Alpha, American As...c;'n of Engineers, 
A. I. l\1. & 1\1. E., Square and Compass. 
A burner of the midnight oil for more than 
one reason. Ben likes to travel, but doesn't 
believe in railroad fare:;. May be found at 
I I. & S. when tht' high six is not in session. 
\ VJLLIAM F. llo1m 
Mine Engi11eering 
Kappa Sigma. 
Lee's Summit, Mo. 
Class r921 
This handsome gentleman came from Drury 
to this plat·c in order to become an engineer. 
Can always hl· found al the dances ancl is a 
very popular man among both M!xes. lie 
who IO\t'S not the women, wine and song had 
might at; ''ell hc dt•ad all his lift' long. 




Sigma Nu, American Ass'n of Engineers, Mo. 
Mining Ass'n., A. 1. M. & M. E. 
Formerly of Hannibal, but grew ashamed to 
admit it so he claims St. j oseph now. Is re-
ported to have made regular trips to St. Louis 
and then stopped suddenly. Is trying to re-
establish his fame as a pugilist. 
DANIEL E. HuFFMAN, ]R. St. Louis, Mo. 
Metallurgy Class 1921 
Independent, Square and Compass, Press 
Club, Miner Board, Methodist Engineers. 
''Little Eva" is a Mining Engineer and has 
been of great assistance to the Physics De-
partment in hi:; iuve:;tigaliuns or the electrical 
fields in t he bottom of the Frisco Pond. l lis 
chief pride is the little growth which he has so 
faithfully nurtured on his upper lip. Is going 
to Ch ina when he learns all there is to be learned 
here. 
HARR Y H. HUGHES, jR. 
}vfine Engineering 
Santa Monica, Calif. 
Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Satyr, Pipe and Bowl, 
American Ass'n of Engineers, A. 1. M. & 1\1. E. 
"Bus" hasn't anything against studying but 
just hasn't the t.ime for it. Takes particular 
delight in smokers and has been known to make 
several trips to the Fair Grounds. lias some 




I I MWLD \\". H L Rl) 
M-int' Enginruhlf!. 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Paris, ~lo. 
Class 1919 
\\'e always thought Hurd was from Paris. 
France. until one day we asked him about his 
birthplace. All the girls were wild about him, 
and now that he has left us thev visit the P. 0. 
C\'ery day. (Tht•y did this before he left, too. ) 
Probably sp<.'nds his time and money huyinl! 
postage stamps. 
I II::XR\' \\'. II t RST 
Jliut Enginurinr. 
Kansas City, ~l o. 
Class 1921 
Prospectors, Theta Tau, American Ass'n 
of Enj!inecrs, A. I. C\1. & M. E., Square and Com-
pass, Studenl Council '20, Rollamo 13oard '20. 
"llank" haih. from K. C., but claims good 
old l'. S. A. as his home. One of the few re-
maining member~ of the "Old &-hoof." For 
('haracter refcrcnc(•, see Bailey or DaYiclson. 




Prospector, j . Q., ~lercier Club. 
Speaks Chinese. Readily gained his greatest 
rt•putation as a fusser. ~lade the fatal leap and 
is now a "life-termer." The man who originate.'(( 




RICH \lm L. joH,..,,,, 
Jfttallurf!,_\' 
l lt•nryctta, Okl.t. 
Class ro:zt 
Kappa Sigma, .\mt•rican .hs'n of Eotgin(•t·r~, 
.\. I. \1. & ~1. E. 
johnson is known lO cvervl)(Xh as Dick and 
also kno\h C\'eryon{· in Rolla .• \i\\ay-. kl'Cfh .ltl 
!'aglc t'}l' on his suitca!>C wht'n rcturnin~t w 
Rolla. l it• must haq~ killed a dear out of "'l'<~· 
son a::. hl• is always l(ctting l(•tters from the (,,lllw 
Dep.'lrlmt•nt. Forgth that the K. Z. hou'-C.· , ... 
hi:; home \\hen a <"trtain girl is in t0\\11 \\l· 
would sa~ " Little jell•" as well ih "Little: Dirk.'' 
\\'. \\". KH.>LER 
JJI//1' r:ugilll't'rillf!. 
Tub,l, Okl.1. 
CIIJSS 1().! I 
Kappn Sigma, ~ign1.1 Gamma El)\!ilon, .\. I. 
~1. & ~1. E. 
Known to his f ricnd ... as Pb. 0. '\c,·er known 
to move fa'>tCr t han a walk. Rc;1ds the 1.\lc-.t 
firtion and make, up a lot. Holla 's girb oiTtr 
no attnll·tion to Kl•c..•l(•r. \\'c wonder whv: 
\'ERXo-.: I. KEETER \laysdlll•, \lo. 
Ekctri(lll Eny,iuuri11g Class 1021 
Kappa ">igma, '-.atyr, Square and Comp.t ...... 
"Baldy" is the pride of ~ l a>·,,·illc. '-lJ'lt:nd., 
his timt• reading mctl•n. and the popular ""'tt·•· 
1.incs. b working on a formula for grow tng 
hair on .1 hilliard hall. Didn't come \Cr\' f.~r 
from bt•ing a m()-;(JUito. · 
f'tlt)C .ili 
1921 
Ho~tER CHALMERs KERR Rolla, ~Jo. 
Mine Engineering Class 1921 
I ndepcndent, Satyr, American Ass'n of Engi-
neers, ~liner Board '18-'19-'20. 
Kerr is also a home-grown product and can 
he IO<'ated at Scou's Drug Store or on Salem 
Avenue. When he fails in his Mine Engineer-
ing we suspect that he will lecture on "The Art 
of LO\'e-making." He is proficient in this line, 
and many recommendations can be had upon 
application. 
At.OERT CHARLEs LAu~ St. James, Mo. 
Chemical E11gi11eering Class 1921 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Satyr, Square and Com-
pass, ~1et. and Chern. Society. 
"Fat" is from St. J ames but says that he can't 
help it. 
liiRA\1 PETTlfiONE LAWREJ-:CE 
• lf elallurgy 
1 ndependent, ;\lercicr Club. 
Norfolk, Conn . 
Class 1921 
" IIi" is an Easterner who fell for one of our 
Rolla girls. Now a Vocate, and spends his 
tim(• assaying and rolling the bones at the II. 
&!:>. 
LEWis E. \\". L EPPER :\larlboro, :\lass. 
Jfiue E11gineering Class 191-1 
Beta Theta Pi, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, Square 
and Compass, "l\1" Football'13. 
Lepper attended Colgate in 1912 and in 1913 
made his letter here in Football. And now 
"Poic-cy' ' is back with us again as a \'O<·ational 
:\.t an, with the :\liner pep. 
LLOYD EARL Lt' MPK I" 
Electrical Engineering 
j efferson Citr, ~lo. 
Class 1921 
Bonanza Club, American Association of 
Engineers. 
Lloyd Earl Lumpkin the boy with the long-
flowing locks. Spends most of his time debat-
ing with BeDell as to whether ]ciT City or St. 
Louis is the more corrupt. "Lumpy" generally 
wins on j ell City. 
HEXG Y L"KG :\ l A 
Mine E~tgineering 
Amyang, Honan, China 
Class 1921 
Independent, American Institute of :\lining 
and Metallurgical Engineers. 
:\I a a lso comes to us from the Eastern Con-
tinent. He is a great believer in Frame's cour;,c 
in E. E. and H. & S. Pool Ha ll. l ie is a lso chief 




CHARLES jAM!':~ l\ltL! •. \1{ 
Chemical Enginuri "f. 
\\'ehh City, ~lo. 
Class 1920 
Sigma Xu, Pipe and Bowl Club, Student As-
sistant in Department of _pedal Research. 
"Liz" graduat<.><l at Christma~. but likes to 
study so well that he is still here. At present 
he is faithfully guarding the "Student's Health" 
with the able assistance of Dr. Shaw. 
Eown; LA\\'Kt;'\C~: ~IlLLER, jK. Kan:.as City, ~lo . 
. Vine Enginuring Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Pre~ Club, .\mcrican Ass'n 
of Engineers, A. I. l\1. & ~1. E., Square and 
Compass, !\l iner Staff 1919-1920, Editor !\finer 
1921, Missouri Mining Association. 
''Schnulze" lcrt us in Deccmhcr after an in-
terrupted colk·ge career dating b;~ck to 1914. 
\\'as a gun in Descript. joined thc ranks of 
the benedicts shortlr before lea' ing ~hoot, 
thus gaining extra credit in "fussing" laboratory. 
CHARLES R. l\hz..: I ndt·p(•ndence, l\lo. 
Mi11e Eugiueering Class 1921 
Kappa Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Gamma 
Epsilon, A. I. M. & M. E., S<ltyr. 
Started his quest for knowk'<lge in 1912, 
left school in 1913 and did not return until 
he had distinguished him~lf in the \\'orld 
War. He rctunwd in 1919 and t•ompletcd his 
course at Christmas. llpon ~raduation he joined the Field Artillery and ts working for 
Uncle Sam again. 
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HERBERT \V. MUN01' 
.M hte Engineerinr, 
St. Louis, i\lo. 
Class 19:10 
Prospector, ]. Q., Square and Compass, 
Mo. Met. and Mining Ass'n. 
The man with the "Bill Hart" physiognomy. 
Quick on the draw and doesn't miss. One 
of the few men who haven't made a mistake-
as yet. "By the way, loan me a cigarette." 
HERMA:-o; M l.iTZ Elizabethtown, r\. Mcx. 
ANne RnJ?.ittcering Class 1921 
Prospector, Theta Tau, Mercier Club, J. Q., 
Mo. Met. and Mining Ass'n. 
i\Iutz was some worker and surprised the 
Profs by getting out of school sooner than they 
had expected. Also surprised us by getting 
married as soon as he was out of school. 
ALBERT B. NEEDHAM Collinsville, Ill. 
Mine Engiuceriug Class 1921 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 
Quo Vadis, A. [. M. & M. E., Rollamo Board 
'20, St. Pat 1920, Vice-President Class '20, 
"M" in Track '20. 
"Squeek" has done a li ttle of everyth ing since 
coming to Rolla, and now we hear that he is 
going lo Oklahoma as Instructor in Calculus, 
Ore Dressing and Surveying. Has made the 
discovery that "The Moon is Beaming." 
l'aur .S9 
19!1 
\\'~1. FERill:"A:'\D ~ETZEBAI\1> St. Louis, ~lo. 
Mille Engineering Class 192r 
Grubstakers, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi 
American Ass'n of Engineers, A. f. M. & ;\1. E., 
;\lining Ass'n, ~liner Board '19, '20, '21. 
Bill hails from St. Louis and won his letter 
in ;\lincralogy. Quiet and studious to the ex-
treme. ~ever fussed much in Rolla, but was 
seen with one of the fair ones in the city. Always 
has been a willin$" worker in student activities. 
just mention "l\.ris" to Bill and watch him 
blush. 




Pi Kappa Alpha, Theta Tau, Square and Com-
pass, Editor in Chief ":\1iner" 1921, A. I. ;\I. 
& ~1. E., ~lo. ~let. and ;\lining Ass'n, Student 
Council 1919-'20. 
"II. 0." is one of the erring and another of 
our mid-year graduates. Liked Rolla so well 
he continued to stay after his graduation to edit 
the ~liner and to assist H. & S. to rake in the 
l>tudent!>' extra "shekels." Has some hopes 
of becoming a ;\line Engineer. 
BARNEY ?\cDEL~tAN St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical E11gineeri11g Class 1921 
Prospectors, Phi Kappa Phi, ;\1et. and Chem. 
Society, Oiphenyl Dozen. 
Barney is now doing P. G. work, looking 
towards a position as assistant beaker boy. 
\\'ould be a musician, but the necessity of im-
pressing chemistry on the "Frosh" occupies too 
much of his time. 
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Sigma ~u. American A~iation of Engineer:.. 
"Handsome Harold," is one of Rolla's high· 
powered "fussers." Taking several correspon· 
dence courses now. Only man in school that 
ever outran Fred \\'hitc. Prefers Buicks. 
jOSEPH I I. RoHLOFF St. joseph, Mo. 
Jfttallurgy Class 1921 
Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Kappa Zct<l, 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, "i\1" in Basketball 
1920, 192 I. 
"Dizzy" is one of our star Basketball men and 
we are sorry that he is going to coach a rh·al 
team next year. He is another :\lissourian 
that has been corrupted by cash and is going 
to Oklahoma. 
J l Lll'S C. SALMON, JR. Rayville, I.a. 
Mine E11gineering Class 1921 
Bonanza Club, Quo \'adis, :\lo. :\lining Ass'n, 
.\. I. :\1. & :\1. E. 
"Fish" says he knows geology, but isn't 
going to pul it out until hr gets paid for it. 
l ias burned the candle at both ends and has had 




LEo-. B. Snn \I A<"IIFK 
Metallurgy 
~~. Loui:", ;\lo. 
Class 1()21 
Kappa Sigma, .\ . I. ;\I. & ;\1. E., :\meriran 
.\ss'n of En~ineer:-., Star and c;art<·r. 
"'Schumi" is a typit·al SL. Louis produrt. 
Docs not ~:tCcm to rralize that hr is in Rolla. 
\\"onclcrs why the Rolla girb want to ki,;s him 
when he takes them home from a dance. \\"ell, 
you know he's J<OOd-looking and girls will he 
girls. 
S.\Mt 1-J. \. ~11\'\1 H.l) 
Chtmuul l~ll.l!,illtrrillf!. 
'-'t Louis, ~lo. 
Class 1921 
Prosr>t·rtors, T.111 lkta J>i , \h·t. and Cht'm. 
Soc:icty. 
\'<'r) qui<·t .uul un;w .. uming. E'-Ctocdingly 
modest in pr<·st•nn· of lacli('s. Suc·n·s.,fully 
<'<)ll<'<:ill<·d his haM:r in,tinrt" until hi., rt't·orcl 
was estahlisht•tl ,,, a M udent and then on.•rnight 
hlossom<•cl into an urwxt•t•ll<•d ladies' man. 
II. P. Stllll 
M etallurJ!.)' 
Chi Yuan, llonan, China 
Class 1921 
Independent, Tau Beta Pi, A. I. l\.J. & ;\l. E., 
.\merit'an Ass'n of Engineers. 
";\like" has tlw <list inct ion of being one of 
the ft•w fcm•ign memhcn; of Tau Beta Pi. 
lie rl•ccivcd his cl<·grec ;u; a Christmas present in 
1921 and has gone forth to make his fortune . 
• \1'-0 rerl·in'<l his B. S. dc·gree in pool lah. 
shortly aftt•r he <'<1111<', but gave it up tinallr for 
the more• ank·nt lo\'C for pit"tur<• show .... 
\\"n.uA~I L" COIS STEW.\RT Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Miuc Enf!Jneering Class 1921 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa 
Phi, Pipe and Bowl Club, Star and C:arter. 
Altho "Bill" is o ne of the guns of the class, 
he doesn't a llow his studies to interfere wi th 
his college (.'<lucation. lias plenty of school 
spirit and pep and is a loyal l>Upporter of all 
school activitiel>. \\'hen not fussing he spends 
his time at school. 
H OBERT K NOX STROUP Quincy, Ill. 
,\fine Rugineering Class 1920 
Crubl>takers, Theta Tau, Tau Beta Pi, :\lo. 
:\lining .\ s;,'n, American .\ ss'n of Engineers, 
.-\. T. :\1. & :\1. E., \liner Board, '17-'18. 
''Old Politician Bob" is so called because 
he can argue n·ligion a nd polilit·s by the hour. 
I lis exact rt•ligion is unknown, but it is thought 
that he is indincd towards ~lormonism. He 
made his socin l splash this year, hut since t hen 
he has not bothered the "400" anv. He also 
gained some renown as a baggagt• smasher. :\ 
joll) good fdlow after all is said. 




Grubstak<•rs, Theta Tau, Tau Beta Pi, \to. 
\lining Ass'n, .\mcrican A!.s'n of Engineer,, 
.\ . l. :\1. & \1. E. 
"Dick" ~trou1> is known more generally as tht• 
"Gob," due to his peculiar walk arquired while 
in the ~avy. Occasionally seen at thr School 
of :\l ines tarin!! for the .\line Surveyors. Sever 
known to fuss in Rolla. 
Page 6.1 
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H usTO!\ T A noR Rolla, Mo. 
Chemical Engineeri11g Class 1921 
Kappa Sigma, Satyr, Met. and Chern. So-
ciety, Diphenyl Dozen, Miner Board '17-'18-'19, 
St. Pat in 1918, Pres. Met. and Chem. '21. 
Better known as "Porky." A real politician 
and sooner or later gets things his way. Can 
borrow seventeen hundred dollars on a dime. 
Imports his friends from Lebanon and shows 
unusually good taste. Is not so very large, but 
then you know what comes in small packages. 




Bonanza, Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 
Valentine spent several years working for 
l'ncle Sam and as a reward for his services he 
has been given Vocational Training. He worked 
a miracle in producing 60 beads which he had 
obtained when here at a former date. He 
parted and weighed t hese, checking all but three. 
:\<lrLTOK W. WALLACE 
Electrical Engineering 
E. Orange, N . J. 
Class 1921 
Grubstakers, American Ass'n of Engineers. 
"Milt" is a true son of the East; came west 
to inhale Western Brand of Knowledge. He can 
always be found playing pinochle when not 
studying E. E. \Vas once known to fuss one 
of the fair sex in Rolla. 
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FRED POPE \\"lilT~; 
,\fille En/!,ineering 
FL. \\'orth, Te\ils 
Class 1921 
Kappa Sigma, Squan• and <"<>mpas.<>. Football 
'16-'19-'20: Basketba ll '17; Track '17-'19-'20; 
Capt.-elect of Track 1921. 
"Xubian'' would not he h,1ppy unlc.>.i hl' could 
::.tart a rough hou!,(' t•vcry day. Is \'Cry u n-
happy if he d()(.'s not rcn•ivc his yellow lcttt·r 
from Lindenwood d.til). \\'c wonder if ,h1· 
knows him as well as wt• du. ,\ fast man on 
the track. 




Pi Kappa :\ lpha, Tau Beta Pi, Theta Tau, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Aml•ril.'an Ass'n of Engineers. 
Clark is a demon for work and i, one of tlw 
real ~uns of the school. Seldom fails to knork 
the Professors ofT in their quizzes. Takes par-
ticular interest in ~la~nrv Design. Thou~th 
unknown to most of us, he· has an cxtm cn:dit 
in "fussing lab." 




Sigma :-.lu, ''~ I " in Football '18-'19-'20. 
"Kiss ~lc" ha!> his reputation as a Tea Hound 
to uphold. \\'ell known in l lannibal dress ,uit 
circles. ~!ember of 1 h(· "E\'ery Xight Letter 
Club." Fa\·oritc song, "All the \\'orld \\'ill Rt· 




J osEPH MARTl.AND \\'1Lso:-; Rock Rapids, Iowa 
.Afille E11gineering Class 1921 
Sigrna Nu, ThNa Tau, Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi, A. I. M. & M. E., Miner Board 
'l9-'20-'2 1, Rollarno Board '20-'21, Pres. of 
Freshrnan Class '18. 
''Joe" is known for his ability as an artist. 
Has invented a leather vest to wear at the 
dances. Can be found at any time in the Li-
brary. Believes in Volstead's Hypothesis. 
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3/unior <!lass ~istorp 
Our class returned last fall to school about 
ninety-eight per cent strong. Some of our class 
did not come back, but there arc a few other 
men that came from other bChools and joined 
us. T he boys all came back with a look of 
relief on their faces afler having weathered the 
"Damns" and "Goshes" of Professor Dean's 
Calculus class. 
The gang entered M. S. M. back in ~he 
days of the S. A. T . C. T hey came tramptng 
in like a bunch of frightened mountain goats, 
but soon got over it after they were herded 
several times between the runways in l\Iechanical 
Hall. Then came the much looked for class 
smoker. It was a howling success. The de-
feat of the Sophomores in the annual football 
game was our first real scalp. The year was 
closed by the successful inauguration of a Fresh-
man dance. 
We again blossomed forth in September, 
'19, with our khakis on and with paddles in 
hand to teach the Frosh how Darwin arrived 
at his "Theory on EYolution of Man." This 
was taught by submerging them in Frisco Pond 
to the tunc of "\Vhirling Barrel Staves." After 
several tea parties, we decided to stand by and 
let our newly deposited species develop into mining engineers. The Sophomore 
smoker was next on the program. At this time we gave the Frosh a real treat. 
Then we added another scalp to our belt by d efeating the Frosh in the annual 
footbal l scrap between the two lower classes. Everyth ing ran along smoothly 
for the entire year except when one of the hypnotized rabbits would run into the 
integrating machine backwards. T hen the roof of Norwood l fall would rise 
about six inches. 
The general goat of the class was our president, Stanley M. Hayes, who is 
a world war veteran. 
The class is strong in athletics, having several men in football who received 
letters and also some "M" men in basketball . At present the class has the foot-
ball championship of the school. \Vc have defeated every class. 
We arc now ready and anxious Lo take our places as Seniors and help direct 
student activities as Seniors must. We have been, and always will be, ready LO 
serve M.S. M. 
S. M. H.\ YE~ 
\V. E. C.\SE . 
\V. H . METZGER 










A. L. . \ CKERS 
H. E. AuRExs 
1. \\". ALCORX 
\\". H . B.\XTER 
0. L. HR.\.XD~XBURGER 
J. L. BeLGER 
EMILIO DE C.\ RDEX.\S . 
\V. E. C.\SE 
II. L. CmLDREss 
C. J. C IIRI STt\ER 
\.. V. COFFE\ 
F. \\'. COFF:II.\X 
K uRT nE CoussER 
:\. F. DExrsox 
A. DE\'ERE.\UX 
G. P. DIERS 
H. E. DrERS 
J. H. D OUGli ERTY 
Orro EuLER 
R. E . ERICKso:-. 
\\'. R. GETTLER 
.MEYER GOLLl"ll 
LINDELL H .\GOOO 
F. R. H AL.-\ EY 
B. E. H .\:\1:\IER 
S. M. Il AYES 
F. I. HEXDER~O'\ 
J. F. ] I OSTER)!.\:\" 
R. \V. II UXT 
F. K. l\L Ht;XI ER 
j. E. j EWELL 
]. E. ] 0'\'ES 
P. H. K.\RGES 
E. A. K EELER 
R. G. K EXYO'-' 
R. J. K EXYO:>. . 
R. H . K XIGIIT 
I r. L. LEox.\RD 
E. G. MACHIX 





Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Belleville, lll. 
Gouverneur, X. Y. 
La Pa-:, Bolivia. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Gal-ena, Kan. 
Tlortou , Kan. 




Puchuca, !Iildago, Jfer. 
East Orange, .V. J. 
l~ast Orange, .Y. J. 
Peoria, It!. 
Washington, Jfo. 
.\Iadrid, I owu. 
!Immibal, Mo. 





St. Louis, .lfo. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Judependeuce, .Mo. 
Rolla, Jfo. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Jfaysvi/le, Jfo. 




St. Louis, .Vo. 
Rolla, Jfo. 
Bll~fflon, Uo. 
Rast St. Louis, Til. 
St. Louis, Jfo. 
S. K. R EID 
E. W. R EMBERT 
R. E. RICHARDS 
BRUNO RIXLEilE:\ 
N . M. R OUNTRRE 
M. I. S IGNER 
C. L. S~flTH 
R. D 0 SMITH 0 
K. R. T EIS 
E. R. TRAGITT 
D. F. UPDIKE 
A. B. "W ATTS 
TH0)1AS G. \YEIR 
E. A. \\' HEELER 0 
P. D. WI NDSOR 
T. S. \YOL\'ER1 0:\ 
G. s. \ V YMAN 0 
AicAlester, Okla. 









Plainfield, N . J. 
FredericktO'lvn, AI o. 
Webster Groves, J.l!o. 
J.1adrid, Ia. 
Belleville, Ill. 
Green River, Utah. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
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SEN IOR SNAPS 
i'CI(JC 7}, 
• 
J}i!itorp of tbe ctelaiiii of '23 
Though most of us entered Charlie Fulton's 
Finishing School for Boys on the banks of the 
Frisco Pond, yet this is not the outstanding 
feature of our first-year life. The most im-
portant accomplishment of the class has been 
the ferocious pursuit of knowledge and its 
brilliant elimination of the academic curricula. 
Provided with a twenty mule team recipro-
cating spreader, the class historians felt the lack 
of sufficien l material to fully fertilize this no-
torious field of '23's felonies ~and , quite nat-
urally, turned to the faculty for a little caustic 
comment and kindly criticism. Prof. Dean 
was wildly enthusiastic. He sprang four feet 
and seven inches into the ai r in a frenzy of ad-
miration. " In eighty years of teaching," cried 
the gen ial registrar, kicking out a panel of his 
fireproof safe, "never have I encoun tered such 
a heterogeneous conglomeration of 1" 
And he lapsed into eloquent incoherence. \\'ith 
a genuine glow of pleasure at th is simple ex-
pression of the Prof's. approval of '23's scholastic endeavors, we lefl him 
beaming a pale purple smile and foaming benignly at the moulh. 
Twenty-three has found time for other purposes than strictly academic 
ones. Entertainment for homesick Freshmen was inaugurated at the fa ll re-
ception. Committees on millinery and haberdashery coached the 1924 incre-
ment with such telling effect that we take inord inate pride in our latest, rollick-
ing Rolla college boys. Doubtless, in a few years, these dashing, carefree Frosh 
will qualify as second class sophomores' helpers. 
Twenty-three once, twenty-three twice, 
Holy jumping Chinese dice! 
Are we Miners? \Ve should smile! 
\\'e' ll be Miners for a hell of a while! 
s. II. STUART 
A. B. \VILKERSO:\ 
VANCE \iVEBSTER 








]01-1:-1' LEWIS AXDRE\\'S . . 
MILO NANSOX BEDELL . 
KrNGSTOK BowMAK . . 
P .\UL MACFARL.\XE BROWX 
jEAN P AUL BRYAN 
IvAN BuRCH . . . 
STEPHEN MI CH.\EL B URKE 
H ENRY CLARENCE B usER . 
FRAXCISCO ALEJAXDRO CAX.\LES 
EVERETT H UNTER C.\ TII CART 
ALFRED STARKLOFF CH.\PPuts 
H ENRI CHOJIIEAU . . . 
GEORGE TnmL\S DIERKING 
GLEN ANGUS DOOLEY 
ELBA LAFAYETTE Fn~rs 
P,\UL EDGAR FISCHER 
HowARD FLECK . . 
WAYNE SHAX:\"OX FRAJIIE 
WAI,TER P AUL GARRETSON 
WILLIAM PRESCOTT GATTS 
Doo GRAH,\.\r G1nsox, jR . 
joHN PEM13ERTON GoRDON 
R ouERT F. GR.\DY 
FRED EDWIN GRAy . 
LAWRENCE j AMES GREGG 
jOHN j OSEPII H ABERTHIER 
MICHAEL VICTOR H EALY . 
PAUL j E~'T H EG\\'ER . . 
j OHN FREDERICK H ELMERICilS 
D AVID j OHK H EXDRY . 
R ALPH A:l\'DRE\Y H oFF;\L\ ;.;" 
PRANCfS H ERRON H OLLOW 
B. F. H OOYER 
ARM INE BRE~E j EWELL 
VERN GEORGE jOSLfK 
CHARLES B AYARD I<.\ LEY 
WILLIAM MILLER KEEI.JXG 
I RVIK \ VILSOX KFYES 
R OWLAND J OSEPll L A PEE . 
\\'rLLIARD CLAXTOX LA\' 
BEx McCuLLOCH LAYrox . 
R ov ALEXANDER LI '-'DGREK 
LEO LI>IZER . 
GuY VERDIER M.\RTIX . 
PI!ILLIP FR.\XCIS l\L\RTY~ 
FRED P ALMER MATLACK 
FgLIX z. MEEKS . 
S .UJUEL EG~IOXT MEIXICKE 
C'ARL E. MtLLIK.\K 
Rolla, Jfo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Keokuk, Iowa. 
Jefferson City, Mo. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Georgetmun, 1 II. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Webster Groves, Mo. 
Ayacuclro, Peru. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Clayton, Mo. 
St. Louis, Jfo. 
Joplin, Mo. 
Salem, Mo. 
Webster Groves, .Mo. 




Webster Groves, Mo. 
Jefferson City, Mo. 






St. Louis, Mo. 






Gouverneur, N. r. 
ralls City, .Veb. 
Richmond, Mo. 
Sullivan, Mo. 
St. Clair, Mo. 
Ferguson, Mo. 
C lzicago, II/. 
New York, N. l'. 
Rolla, Jfo. 
Cuba, Jfo. 
Overland Park, Mo. 
Jfarslza/1, Jfo. 
Bay, Mo. 
Buffalo, N. l'. 
BILLIE R.\ Y:\10:'\D MENNIE 
Do:-:ALD SPEED Mosav 
CHARLES CLIFFORD MOSEX.\ 
j A:-.tES KENXETII MuRPHY . 
RA YMO:>ro EDWARD MURPHY . 
H OLLIS EucE:-:E McBRIDE 
l\1.\t:RJCE HvxTER McCLELL.\X 
GEORGI:: FRANCIS NAWN 
RA n1oxo FITZGERALD ORR . 
ARLIS BECKHA:-.r PARKHuRST 
IlARRY SI ~[ANTO~ PE~CE 
ED\\'.\RD PESOUT 
Emnx KE~IP PoRTER 
jOHN MILTON REEVES . 
CHARLES AnELUERT RuxGE 
FERDlXA:-.D £UGEXE SAPPER 
KARL AUGUSTUS SCHMII)T 
H ERBERT G. SCil\VARZ 
THEODORE C. ScoTT 
ALFRED LEON SoTIER . 
STUART EsSEL:\1.\N STORRS 
s \)IUEL HEXRY STU.\RT 
KEDZI E TELLER 
WILLIAM EARL T ETER 
CIL\RLRS CYRI.J'> TE\' I"i 
L\WRE~CE TTJOMY 
ROWLA~O TRAGITT . 
ROXALD D . .WID \V.ULES 
\V!LLL\)f HE~RY \VALI.J:-. G 
]OEM. 'WANE~lACHER 
MARION \\'HITFIELD \VATKI'\"i 
\1.\XCE \YEBSTER . . 
MELVIN P owELL WEIGEL 
\V.\LTER H E;:.;Rv WEDmR 
H ARRY WELLS . . 
EvERETT Jom~ VlENDELL 
\\r.\LTER 1\. \\'ERNER 
J.\\lES A \YESTGARD . . 
AUGUSTl:'S BEN'TON \ iVII.KER!'>O;o. 
CII.\RLES \VILMESITERR 
EDGAR l\1ARK \\'ILSO~ 
CEORGE AUGUST ZELWR 
ROBERT C.\VERO ZEVALLOS 
\VILLLUl CLARK ZIEGLER 
I I ENRY EuGEXE ZoLLER 
SA:-.ruEL I Rvr~ ZooK . 
Hannibal, 1\fo. 
Jefferson City, 1lfo. 
Falls City, .7Veb. 
Vinita, Okla. 
Galena, Ill. 
Cape Girardeau, Jfo. 
Eminence, 1lfo. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Webb City, ,\fo. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Falls City, Neb. 






Syracuse, N. Y. 
Jefferson City, Jfo. 




Bunker Hill, Ill. 
Holdeu, Jlfo. 









St. Louis, Af o. 
Peoria, Ill. 





St. Lou.is, Mo. 
Callao, Peru. 





SEN IOR S!'\APS 

J}istorp of ~lass of '24 
Each of the upper classmen must remember 
the day when we arrived in Rolla as Yerdant 
Freshmen; the time that we had gelling ac-
quainted; the first week of our life that was so 
buried in the adventure of the night life of Rolla. 
The first week was a very trying one for 
us with its usual nocturnal acti\'ities when it 
was dangerous for either Soph or Frosh to ven-
ture upon the streets of Rolla alone. There \Vas 
the never-to-be-forgotten exodus to the Fair 
Grounds, where, on a pleasant Sunday e\·ening, 
we counted the gang and got acquainted with 
one another. After that extremely restful (?) 
night, and a hearty breakfast of one cup of 
coffee for each of us, we marched back into 
town some fifty-odd strong. The Sophs were 
victorious in the class fight, but the odds were 
against us, inasmuch as their class was the 
largest class that was ever grouped together 
under any class organization. The Sophomore 
Smoker in the evening made us feel at home at 
M.S.M. 
On i'\ovcmbcr the 20th, we got sweet re-
venge on our self-appointed guardians, the 
class of '23, by beating them in the annual 
football game by the score of 19 to 6. After this game everyone thought that 
class football was over for the year. The Juniors, however, challenged us and 
we accepted. About that game we have little to say, except that we did our best and were beaten by the best class team in school. 
vVhat did we do for the school in other ways? On the varsity football 
team we had Buck and Ken ning. In addition to these men, we had several 
others who did duty with the scrubs. In basketball we arc well represented by Haywood, Kemper, and McClelland on the varsity, and two other men with 
the scrubs. Then, too, our class has the honor of organizing the first class or-
chestra at M. S. M. In various other activities at M. S. M. the class of '24 has tried to do its part, and we pledge our support to all worth-while school 
activities. 
P. L. BLAKE 
c. F. ELLIS . 
R. H. KENKI ~G 
A. E. BucK . 








S. C. Al.GEJU\IISSF.X . 
R. A. BALLf;-,TGER 
H . E. BAR~l".\RD 
\\'. ] . BARXETT 
B. K. B AUMGARDNER 
P. L. BL.\KE 
J. BL.JCK.ENSDERFER 
c. G. BOWERS 
A. E. BtiCK 
J. P. CA}.IP BELL 
H . II. C'..\RLTOX 
R. A. C.\RTER 
JOSEPH CASTELLI 
J. H . CHRISTOPHER 
R. M. COURT:i\'"EY 
R. v. A. D.\\'10501\" 
c. B. DA\'1~ 
H. R. DIWUOT 
0. H . EBLE 
c. F. ELLIS . 
L.A. FoR,\N 
G. c. G.\BLER 
A. s. GREENS\YEIGIIT 
R. R. HA:\fiLTOl\" 
E. G. H .\YWOOD . 
A. H EDBERG. 
H. II . H E!Dnt.\Xl\" 
A. L. HuNT 
J. 0. HuNT 
J. E. ]ETT 
E. J I. jOHNS 
C. KEMPER . 
R. l I . KENXIXG 
H. H. KESSLER 
\\'. E. H. KxiGHT 
A. A. LE\'11'\SOX 
D. B. LOEVY 
T. c. Lt:STER 
c. w. MAGALIS 
C. 11. J'vL\REK 
c. s. METC \LF 
((lass l\oll 
Jfontgomery City, .lfo. 
Gallatin, .Afo. 






Central Falls, R. !. 
Do11iphan, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Bronaup,lt, .lf o. 
Kuobvimv, A£ o. 











South Cmtralia, Ill. 
Chicago, !fl. 





St. Louis, .. \1o. 
1/amzibal, .lfo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Joplin, Mo. 
Chicago, !ll. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Cltickaslta. Oklo. 
Dallas, Tex. 
Sioux City, Io·wa. 
Greeufield, Ill. 
W. MIKELL Augusta, Ga 
F. F. M. MONOUAN Sapulpa, Okla . 
D. L. MOODIE St. Louis, Jfo. 
M. McCLELLAND Centralia, Ill. A. w. NAYLOR Rolla, Mo. 
\V. A. PO\YELL . Lees Summit, Jfo. \V. E. REMMERS St. Louis, Jfo. D. F. ROESE Syracuse, N. Y. A. E. RUXGE K ir k1vood, J.I o. B. SA~1PLES Boom~ille, Ind. C. F. SCHAEFER Pittsburg, Pa. 
L EO SCHAPIRO Chica?,o, Ill. H . 0. ScnRA~nt Elmhurst, L. I., .V. Y. c. vv. B. StTZLER St. Louis, Jfo. c. SMITH Richmond, Ind. I. SUBLET . Texarkana, Tex. \\' . E. T Ex EvcK St. James, Jfo. P. F. THOMPSON Goodland, Kan. 
:\1. F. TIRRE St. Louis, Mo. F. J. UXOERWOOD Rolla, Mo. A. \V. WALKER East Orange, .V. 1. J. R. WALKER . Roodhouse, Ill. J. F. WALLACE Clearmont, J.fo . J. M. WASM UND Vinita, Okla. R. 0. WrLSON Boonville, Ind. \V. S. \VRJGTIT . Sedalia, Mo. D. ZnrMERM.\X • St . Lom·s, .11 o. 






__! Still" .J: of hom 
J'(loe ll!i 
tJocational mraining jflen 
Vocational Training for dibabled soldiers, 
S<tilors, and marine~ wa::. cstabli::.hed at the 
1\li~:-.ouri School of :\ l ine::. in l\lay, 1919. The 
number of students in this course has steadily 
incrcru,ed until at pre:-cnt there are nearly a 
hundred enrolled in this department. The 
large majority of these arc studying Topography 
under the able instruction of Major C. E. Cooke 
of the l'nited States Geodetic Sur.·ey and C. E. 
Bardsley, formerly of the same organization. 
The men ha\'C recei\·ed the hearty co-
operation of the Director and the Faculty of 
the school. They have shown commendable 
progress in their chosen fields of study. 
Thi~ department has been set off from the regular college departments 
and has a special board of supervisors. In this way the ocpartment is able to 
take care of all the affair:; that pertain to the welfare of the men. 
The success of this branch of~ the school~ seems to be assured if prcscn t con-
dition:- arc indicati\'e of future results. 
c.\\'. C\;\IPBEI.L 
I I. P. ]m.!·.~ 
S. B. O'H AR \ 








W?!!. J. ALTOX 
GEo. J. R\I.Ctr . 
l\I. R. BEXT . 
F. c. BISCH 
R . F. BI~Al\T 
E. H . B URKE . 
C. \\". C.HrPBEI.l,. 
L. A. CASSII. 
E. F. ( !I APIX 
J. L. CoAKLEY . 
0. C. COPE . 
D . L. CRIPPEX 
F RED Cu.mnxs 
G. B. DYER 
0. H . E\'AX5 
0. R. E\',\XS 
S. D. F J\Ri\IER 
E . L. F IPPS 
P. F. H A WORTfl 
I. F. Hazelwood 
E. L. HE.\LEY 
W. \V. H ocAx . 
P. A. H oLI.-\ R 
T. H OLLIDAY . 
MAx R. How.\ RD 
H. w. H OPPER 
A. H ousTON. 
J. G. ll t;CKIXS . 
A. B. jOHXSOX 
H. P. jOXES 
B. L. KI BLER 
D. K BIBLE 
G. L. KxiGHT 
E. c. ]{ Rt;SE . 
c. M. LAXCASTf~R 
A. E. L \ NG 
H. P. L AWREXCE . 
L. E. \\'. L EPPER 
H. R. Ll'\DEXUER\.ER . 
J. A. LOGAX 
F.E.Lowu 
B. F. LYO'\S 
I. S. l\ I ARTIX 
H . s. M ILSTEI) 
j. E. l\l ITCHELL 
J. F. l\1.\H.\X 
A. B. l\IORRIS 
E. M. M Ul.LE:-. 
A. w. MEYER 
Columbia, .lfo. 
Jamaim Plains, Jfass. 
Brocton, Jfass. 
Bonne Terre, .llo. 
Cltillicoth e, Jf o. 
St. Louis, Jfo. 
Sedalia, .\fo. 
.\fountain Grm•e, .lfo. 
St. Louis, Jfo. 
Kansas City, Kan. 
St. Louis, .lfo. 
Wichita, Kan. 
Rolla, Mo. 






St. Louis, J/o. 
Creston, f01m. 
Moberly, Jfo. 









St. Louis, Mo. 
Joplin, Mo. 
St. Louis, .llo. 
Omaha, .Ycb. 
East St. Louis, l/1. 





St. Louis, Jfo. 






St. Louis, Mo. 
P. R. ~~l cGUlRE 
j. ~f. f.. l cDOXXELL 
MARTIN McDONNELL 
H. I . N \PPER 
CFtAS. B. NEIL 
A. G. NEUWJRTII . 
NOAH NEWTOX 
T . J. O'BRlEX 
S. B. O'HARA 
J.P. OsTER . 
J. R. P.\ TTO~ 
R. R. P ETRI . 
\\1• D. PmLLtl'S 
0. P. PIRTLE 
] OHX RIDDLE 
A. C. RucKER 
R. ROZIER 
J. L. SA~DERS 
F. C. ScHNEEBERGER 
E. J. SCBRE)I J' 
] . T. Sc nULTz . 
\V. SHUPE . 
\fiLLI.\\1 StE(;L[~ 
CnRts. SouTHER:" 
c. E. STOVER . 
J. E. TAYLOR 
D. S. TEDFORD 
A. V. TERNES 
P. A. TOWER 
C. A. TuR.~ER 
H . L. TURNER 
H . VENABLE. . 
WILLI.\\! \VALUXG 
G. vYrLLIAMs 
R. L. YEAGER 
CnAs. Youxc; 
R. E. 2 1:-.'K 
M. F. Zocc 
S. I. ZOOK 
Castleton, Kan. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, ltl/o. 
Webb City, Mo. 
Republic, Jfo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Wichita. Kan. 
St. Louis, .\fo. 
Rosendale, Mo. 
Jefferson City, .Mo. 
Columbus, Kan. 
St. Louis, lifo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 





Webster Gm1.1es, Mo. 
St. Louis, Jfo. 
Rolla, Mo. 
Des Moines, Iowa. 
St. Louis, jf o. 
Kansas City, Jio. 
St. Louis, .Mo. 
Mason City, Iowa. 
Diamond, Mo. 















BACHELOR OF SCI ENCE IJ MINE ENG INEER! 'G 
KEX~ETH Am 
D .\XmL C. BEYER 
MATTHEW P. B~\ZILL 
J l'A~ R. CASA '\OV.\S 
LAWRENCE 0. CASSEDI \X 
LoR.\IX H. CuxxrxGHA\1 
CERARD E. EmrEYER 
ARTILEUS V. Euucu 
OsHER GoLDS).fiTu 
WESI.E\' C. HIPP.\RD 
HARLAXD H. 1 IOPPOCK 
CLIFFORD P. H ow,\RD 
joH~ L. HmYENDOBLER 
T nmtAs \V. LEACH 
FRANK M . .!\ I cl\lrLLEX 
R oBERT L. MARSTON 
FREDERICK V. 1\IoORE 
EARLE N. MunPHY 
\\.ILL I. U£ L. :t\ H~O: 
WILLIA~r J. roLTE 
ARTHUR H. PETSCH 
GERALD F. RACKETT 
RuDOLPH C. , Cll.-\PPLER 
A. B., A.M. 
OscAR E. STOXER 
FREDERICK W. L'THOFF 
\YILI.I.nl \Y. \YEIGEL 
KENNETH M. WRIGHT 
r-. I AURICE c. LL'CKY 
BACH ELOR OF SCIENCE TN METALLURGY 
C-\RI. B. Hmt~I EL 
GEORGE A. K ROEXL.E!X 
ALLEN D. Pons 
R ON.\LD 0. SWAYZE 
EDWL'\ A. SLOYER 
l\f.\RK L. TERRY 
R .\F.-\EL E. VELASCO 
BACHELOR OF SCIEXCE I~ CIVIL E~GINEERI?\G 
E,·Ax E. ASHLOCK 
CLARENCE E. B.\RDSLEY 
CHARLES R. BARX.\RD 
C~tOR<;£ BuRKET 
K\RL W. H EIMBERGER 
LOUIS M. ~ I CC.\RTHY 
jOSEPH • 0\'.\K, j R. 
EDWARD K. SCIIU~I.\N, 
LL B. 
R ONALD B. WILLS 
H.\ROLD \\'. ZIESE:\ISS 
BACHELOR OF SCTE:\CE I~ Gt:NERAL SCTE:\CE 
P ETER HAROLD P IETSCH 
BAC11 ELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL E1 GINEERH\G 
\Yil.LIA~I r-. I ISKEY T.\GG.\RT 
BACHELOR OF SCIE:\CE I:\ CHE~IICAL E~G I :\EERI:\G 
D.\ \'W A. 8.\Sll 
EuGE~E DREmEL 
\\'iLLI.\)1 J. FlXL.\ \' 
C\RL A. GETTLER 
LEox H .\RRtsox GounL\:\ 
ARTIH' R M. Ilow.\LD 
KARl. K . K.ERSIL'\'ER 
FREDERICK A. KIL\I,;SE 
EDG.\R A. Wll.Ll.UI S 
l'agr 9J 
MASTER OF SC I£ TCE IN METALLURGY 
T uoMAS P. W .\LSH, 13. S. 'li 
MASTER OF SC IEI\CE I ~ CliE~ I ICAL £:\GJXEERI:\G 
KARL K. KERSIIXER , \RTIJUR M. IIO\\',\LD 
ENG INEER OF Ml ES 
jOSEPH 8 .\RTO:\, B.s. ' 17 
Pmu .IP B. Oout.-\.\, B.S. '17 
LEOXID.\S J. BoucnER, 
B.S. '1-l 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEER 
]OBI\' 0. AMBLER, B.s. '06 FRAXK s. Er.FRED, B.s. 'li 
R.\YG. K:\ICKERJ30CKER, B.S. '13 EARL J. McNELY, B.S. '16 
M ,\RTJ:-.. H. THOR:-.."BF.RRY, B.s. '12 
CIVIL ENGIXEER 




jf ootball nebietu 
HE final results of this year's season of football show the Miners 
tied with Kirksville and William Jewell for first honors. This 
showing is conceded by all to be the best made by a Miner team 
in recent years. We deserved and would have had undisputed posses-
sion of first honors had it not been for a disheartening accident. 
The season opened with plenty of old material and such a large 
amount of new that it was possible to have four teams until the season 
was well advanced. School spirit was high and every one of the players 
went out on the field with the determination that there should be but 
one outcome of the game- that was for the Miners to win. 
The first two games that were played were easily won. The 
third, with Warrensburg, was won at a great sacrifice. It cost the life 
of one of our best men, "Eddie" Bohn. With this deplorable accident 
the Miner spirit fell, not to rise again during the season. We lost two 
comparatively easy games which would have been easily annexed by 
our men had there been nothing such as this depressing catastrophe to 
take the ''pep" from the men. 
Although we lost our game with Drury, they did not beat the real 
l\ liner eleven. Had they faced the team of the week before that wal-
loped the Warrensburg team, it is doubtful whether they would have 
l.icored. As it was, they were lucky to get away with the game. 
The season was a successful one, so far as the sport was concerned, 
because we were at the top of the percentage column- although tied, 
ancl because two of our men made the "All State Eleven." 
·we will lose only two men thru gradualion this spring. \Vith 
Coach McCune back next fall to whip the rest of the veterans into 
shape as well as to sift out the new material, we can rest assured that 




M. I. S JGi\ ER 
]. L. B ULGER 
J. H. ROHLOFF 
CLAUDE KEMPER 
MYRON M c CLELLAND 
E. G. H AYWOOD 
A. L. C.\ tRXS (Capt.) 
1 · 1\J. \VJLSO~ 
R. KE~Xli\ G 
\V. \\'. B OLT 
H . E. M c BRIDE 
Captain 
A. L. CAIRNS 




E. J. Sou:-: 
F. P. \\'lllTE 
M. P. BRAZILI.-
\V. M. TAG(;ART 
H ENRI C nO)IEA u 
H. D. SCRUB\' 
A. R uNGE 
E. J. WE.i\'TIELL (Capt.-EI. ) E. J. Bon' 
A. BucK l. K. 0\\'E:\S 
S. I. ZooK 11. E. 7ou.t~R 
A. B. PARKHURST R . C. l cCLURKE:s 





F. E. DEXNIE 
Football Coach 
RoGER ]. M cCu.:-:E 
Athletic Board 
Captain-Elect 
E. J. \\ 'E:s"DELI. 
j. L. B ULGER 
F. P. WmTE 
M. I. IGXER 





Oct. 2. Miners . ..... . ..... . 0 Washington Univer::.ily . .. .. . . . 
Oct. 9. Miners. . ... .. ..... 2 Cape Girardeau ....... . .. . . . . 
Oct. 16. Miners . ..... . ..... . 33 S. W. Teachers Col lege .. ...... 
Oct. 23. Miners . ........... . 0 St. Louis University .......... 
Oct. :30. Miners . ..... . .... .. 0 Arkansas University ... . .... . . 
~ov. 6. Miners. . ....... . . li Warrensburg . ...... . ..... .. .. 
~ov. 13. Miners . .... .. ..... . 7 Drury College . . .. .... . ..... .. 
Xov. 25. Miners . .. . ......... 0 Henry Kendall College .... .. .. 
~cbebule, 1921 
Oc t. I . Miners vs. Washington University a t St. Louis. 
Oct. 7. Miners vs. Cape Girardeau at Cape Girardeau. 
Oct. H. Open date. 
Ocl. 21. Miners vs. Missouri \\'esleyan at Rolla. 
Oct. 2 . Open date. 
::'\ o'. -1. l\Iiners vs. Springfield Normal at Rolla. 
' ov. 11. Miners vs. Drury at Springfield. 
:\o,·. 1 . Miners vs. Central at Rolla. 









Top Row-\\'mTR, C HRJSTKER, SANDERS, \\"E~-o"DELL, Bt cK, D E!-.ISON, Coach :\lcCu~£. 
M cCLuRKUN, CoFFI!E, SHEPHERD, PARKliURST, FISCHER, MACHIN. 
Bollom Row-GRAY, ZOLLER, GETTLER, \\' ILSON, \\'ATKINS, CAIRNS (Captain) , BRA~DEKBl'RGER, 
M c BRIDE, OwEKS, KENKI NG, Zoo K 
Page 97 
Captain CAtR:-:s '20. Quarterback 
This was "Buddy's" fourth letter year. llis excellent playing 
won him a place on one of the All-Conference teams. He never missed 
a game and could always be counted on for a gain. 
Captain-Elect \V£:->OELL '23 Tackle 
This is "Dip's" first letter year altho it is his second season on 
the team. Last year injuries kept him from making his letter. A 
game player. 
Eowtx J. Bou:-: '21 Ilalfback 




Brandy is a fast end and full of pep. This is his scroml year 
of playing on the team. Smashing interference is his passion and 
getting passes his hobby. 
ZooK '23 Guard 
Zook can play either guard or tackle and play them well. This 
is his first year on the team. \\'e arc fortunate in having him for 
two more seasons. 
;\ I CBRIOE '23 Ilalfback 
"Buddy" picks a hole in the line and goes thru like a ,·eteran. 
llc will probably succeed Cairns at quarter next year because of his 
cool-headed ness and his ability to lead. 
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\YJLSO:\ '21 E11d 
This is ")1ort's" third letter. He is a scrappy player and can 
break interference as well as any man in spite of his light weight. 
CIIRISTXER '22 Guard 
"Gobby" made his first letter this year. Hard luck prevented 
him from doing it last year. Chosen for one of the All-Conference 
teams for his ability to play the line, breakjng interference and tack-
ling. \Ye hope to see him back next year with the same old fight. 
OWENS '23 IIaljback 
Hank has made many a gain and has scored several touchdowns. 
He has the old fight in him that puts the ball close to the goal every 





Kenning will be with us three more years, during which we exrx.>ct 
that he will score many a touchdown and smash up the interference 
of our opponents. 
BecK ·u E11d 
Buck is ,·irtually the find of the season. lie gets under the hall 
at the kick-off in a surprisingly short time. lie is abo a man with 
three more seasons to go. 
~JcCLt:RKE=" '22 Fttllback 
.\lack is good at breaking up intl'rfcrcnce and is a hart! hitting 
player. lie has scored on many an occa,ion when scores were most 
needed. 
BOLT '22 Ta(k/e 
This is Bolt's second season and second letter. I le i!-. in line £or two more seasons. A hard worker and cnn be counted on £or a gain. 
Ztll-t.ER '23 Center 
!lank can t\\irl the pigskin \\ith the prec1s1on that t•omc& £rom hard work and experience. Bl•sidt•s thi!:l hl• haR the ability to keep the opponent £rom coming thru the line. 
p \RKlll RS1 '23 Guard 
"Bahe" put all that he had in th<: ganw and pl,1ycd a good game or dean football. \\'hilc on thr trips ht• took gn·at delight in the girb at the rigar counters. 
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\\'arrensb~rg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
\\"cstmi nster . . . . ....... . 
l\1iners. ... . .... · · · · · · · · · · .. · 
Cape Girardeau.. . . ......... . 
Springfield Teachers .. .. . ......... . 
Maryville . . . . ................... . 
Central College . . .. . ....... . ..... . 
William Jewell. .. ... . ...... . ... . . . 
l)rury ... ... . . . ................. . 
Tarkio ... ............. . .. . . . . . .. . 
1\Io. Wesleyan . ... . . ... . . . ..... . . . 
Culver Stockton. . . . . . . . . .... . .. . 
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From the above figures one can sec that the Miners had a real team. T\\O or the games that we lo:.l ~hould have been ours. But luck was breaking against m; and we lost them. Yet we are sati~fied with the result~ as they arc. ·w e feel that our men put everything into the game that Lhcy were capable of and that they had the true Miner spirit of fight. An unfortunate circumstance dealt us a blow ~·hen] immy H arris, 
one of the better forwards in the Conference, was forced out. 
Besides the letter men of the l~am we had severa l other men who were quite capable basketball players. There was Jimm y H arris, our star forward, who left school in the middle of the season; Buddy M c-Bride, who distinguished himself in the last two \\'estminster games; Kaley, forward, who played a good game in several games at the la ... t of the season; Kasel, who broke into quite a few games. Moodie and Campbell are two men that will be heard from next year. \Vi th the fi\'C leltcr men back next year and the substitutes of this year we should ha\'e the best team in the Conference. 
Paur JOG 
Bt' LGEK 
I I'\ wooo 
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"')ig" plays guard 
nnd forward equally as 
wdl and is frequently 
called upon to change 
from one position to 
a nother. 
lie is an ahle leader 
and his presence pep;, 
up the team. llis 
playing won him a 
place on All-Conference 
Te:lm. 
''johnn~" was a 
good running mate to 
Hohloff. The two rnnkc 
a splendid team of 
guards. 
"Johnny's" great am· 
bition is to put Cou· 
Yerneur, ~. Y. , on the 
map. and is succeed-
ing in it wry well. 
"Bridge:" played a 
!>teady game at all 
times and put rvcry 
ounce of pep that he 
hnd into (•\cry game. 
I I e, too, hast hrec more 
years aht•ad of him, 
and we do not hesitate 
to predict grrat thin):(S 
for him. 
This is "Do-Do's'· 
second year on the 
team. An excellent man 
on the defense. ll is 
scrappinrss kept him 
playing throughout the 
season despite painful 
injury to hi!i back. 
" Kemp" was the hig 
hoy who out-jumped 
I hem all, including the 
great DeBernardi. 
This was Kemper's 
fir::.t year on tlw team 
but he di:;playecl a lit he 
old ~1iner fight and 
pep. \\'ith three: more 
years of basketball 
ahead of him, he 
should develop into 
one of the best centers 
that hns ever played 
for J\1. S. M. 
"~lac" i~ one of our 
heshman trio of play-
t•rs. Got away with a 
had st.lrt, but d(•vel-
oped into one of our 
best men under coach-
ing of Dennie. lie \\ill 
be with u~ three more 
s<'asons and we expect 
much of him. 
Rout.m t 
Kt·.\11'1-.R 




Of the two track meets scheduled this year the Miners 
won the first and lost the second. 
The Triangular Meet held between Drury, rormal and 
the Miners was won by the Miners with a score of 69. Drury 
collected 39 points and Normal 36. It was a comparatively 
easy victory for the Miners. 
Taggart, Brazill, White, Scruby and Runge won their 
letters in this meet. 
The meet with Washington University was held in St. 
Louis. \Ve lost the meet by one event. The final score was 
69 to 5 with Washington on the long end. Our men were 
first in most of the events, but we had too few men entered 
in the meet to take any seconds and thirds. Washington, 
on the other hand, had an unlimited number to do this work. 
Chomeau, Brazill, Scruby and Taggart won their letters 



























l)1 Mile Relay. 
J 
120 yd. High Hurdles. 
220 yd. Low Hurdles. 
Shol Put. 





8 0 yd. 
Mile. 
120 yd. High Hurdles. 
220 yd. Low Hurdles. 
Pole Vault. 
High J ump. 
"Eddie" ran just like 
he did everything else, 
and that is saying that 
he was a good track 
man. He was elected 
Captain of the team 
this year. 
"!Iennie" spent his 
time last year to good 
advantage. He c a n 
start at eight a. m. 
and run until six p. m. 
without getting out of 
"ind. 
"Bill" claims to be 
a sprinter because he 
parts his hair in the 
center, which forms a 
stream-line body. We 
figured Bill was good 
for another year, but he 




"Mick" is a man 
we could count on for 
a first in the low hurd-
dies. An old track man 
and one who uses his 
head as well as his feet 
and lungs. 
Runge filled a place 
on the team which had 
long been weak. He 
picked up the discus 
and heaved it 119 ft. 
10 inches in the Tri-
angular meet at Drury. 
Fred is the man who 
moves twelve feet ev-
ery time he sets one of 
his feet in front of the 
other. l Je has shown 
some speed in the three 
years of his track. 
"~liCK\" BRAzrLL 
C. A. Rul\CE 





I n the tennis tournament played on the Drury
 courts 
last year the singles event was \Yon by Griggs of Drury 
and the 
doubles event by Donai and Bloom of the School 
of l\1ines. 
I n the singles Bullock of the Teachers' Colleg
e drew 
a bye; Griggs of Drury played Donai of the Miners.
 He won 
the first three set~. Grigg:, then played Bullock for th
ree 
sets and won them handily. This ga,·e the even
t to Drur~, 
whom Griggs represented. 
In the doubles we drew the bye. Muratta and 
Pipkin 
of Drury won the preliminaries from Bacon an
d Phillips of 
Teachers' College 6-1 and 6-2. Drury won th
e first set 
in the finals from us, but we took the next Lhree. 
The Rcores 
were 6-2, 6-3, 6-l. 
The opening of school in September, 1920, found a new Director, 
Dr. Fulton, in charge of affair:; at M. S. M. As it had been decided 
before S('hool opened that we were to have a new football coach, it 
remained for Dr. Fulton lo select a man for the pm;ition. Naturally, 
he thought of a man from his old s('hool, and that man was Roger ] . 
McCun e. Coach McCune came to Rolla with an enviable record, 
both in football and baseball. On the Case team he played quar-
terback for several years, as well as serving as captain during part 
of his career. As a baseball player he was one of the be~t catchers that was ever turned out at Case. 
One could not help lik-
time he spoke at a mass 
what he expected of his men 
for them and the school. 
he was with us. 
Football practice start-
opened. Everyone seemed 
spirit and under the Coach's 
made a good record. 1\ll 
men doing their best, and 
out of four conference games 
cr but for unavoidable ill-
season's work. Pnder try-
the death of Bohn, he worked to keep 
ing McCune from the first 
meeting, when he told us 
and what he expected to do 
The liking grew every clay 
ed about a week after school 
to have caught the righ l 
careful guidance the team 
thru the !->cason he had the 
the fact that we won th ree 
and might have won a noth-
luck, speaks well for his first 
ing cond itions inc ident to 
up the morale of the team. 
Before Coach McCune left Rolla he was appointed Assistant 
Athletic Director. This was welcome news to every loyal Miner, 
for we had lea rned to love a nd respect him as a real man. Since leav-
ing Rolla he has undergone a severe attack of pneumonia. Owing to 
this he was unable to return to take up hi s duties this semeste r. l le 
has, howcYer, returned for the Ial-it month's work and will be on hand 
to pilot our next year's football team. 
Here's to you, Coach! 




~tssourt ~cbool of ~tnts 
E PA ' - H ELLE TIC ASSOCIATION of the Missouri School of 
Mines of Rolla, Missouri, was organ ized for the purpose of establishing 
~.......,.~ a better spirit of co-operation between the fraternity and non-fraternity 
men; to strengthen the bonds of unity and inlimacy among the Greek letter men, 
both active and alumni; and to consider, discuss and regulate tho5c phases of 
fraternal college life which are essential to a ll fraternities. 
A. L. CAIRNS . 
W. J I. BAXTER 
J. M. T AYLOR . 
N. 1\I. Rot: XTREE 
Sigma Nti-
A. L. CAIRNS 
\\'. R. GETTLER 
Kappa Sigma 
J. M. TAYLOR 
F. P. WHITE 
OFFI CERS 
DELEGATES 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
A. B. NrmonAM 






N. M. ROUNTREE 
. J. E. j ONES 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
\V. II. B AXTER 




Beta Alpha Chapter 
(Installed April 27, 1903) 
FRATER l N URBE 
C UARLES L. 'WoODS 
FRAT ER IN FACULTATE 
CR.-\ RLF.S YAXCEY CLA YTOX 
GEORGE B. BLOOM 
J. EWART ]OXES 
SENIORS 
Eowr~ ] . Bon r\ 
\ VAYMAN CROW 
JUNIORS 
J oux II . D ouGHERTY 
OSCAR L. BR.\XDEXBURGER 
THmiAS G. \\·mR 
STuART E. STORRS 
NE\YTOX M . R ou::>:TREE 
SOPHOMORES 
H AM ILTON M OORE FRED P. MATLACK 
Ih~RBERT G. CHWARZ GEORGE T. D IERKING 
] o11x F. I f EL:\IERICRS Don G. GIBso::-:, ] R. 
EYERETT j. \YE::>:DELL 
FRESHMEN 
CURTIS E. STOYER D AVID F. ROESE 
DwiGnT L. MOODIE vVALTER E. REJ\l~jgRS 




Beta Chi Chaplcr 
(I nstalled December 19, 1903) 
FRATER IN FACULT ATE 
EDWARD \VOOLRICH 
FRATRES IN l lNIVERS ITATE 
IJusTo:-:- T .\YLOR 
Cli.\RLES R. ~hZE 
\YILLI.ni \\". K EELER 
LEO:-\ B. CHU)l.-\CHER 
1 lA ROLI) K . EWING 
FRANK R. HENDERSON 
SE. IORS 
JL'N IORS 
\\ 'rLLI.\\1 1 fOKl~ 
VER::-\0:-\ I. KEETER 
FRED P. \YmTE 
Rrc H.\RD L. jonx~ox 
F. P. KOI!LBRY 
Enc,\R A. KEELER 
C\MPBELL C. C.umRON 
EAL M. H AM 
EuJO G. H ooPER 
SOPHOMORES 
I. K. OWENS 
P AUL E. FISCHER 
J. LAWRE::\CE GREGG 
FRESHMEN 
] ACK CA~IPBELL ARCH\\'. NAYLOR 
Ct,AREXCE F. ELLIS \\'.\RREX E. TE:-:-EYCK 




I.ambba ((bi ~lpba 
A. C. L."-u~ 
A. B. N EEDl-J.UI 
]. L. BuLGER 
P. n. \Y1~osoR 
K. DE CovsSER 
R. I I. K~IGHT 
R. A. Lnmc.RE;:o.; 
ST. C'. 1-£0:.\IER 
J. G. HuCKIKS 
]. K. MURPHY 
J. 0. Ilu~T 
j. l\1. \\'AS)lv~O 
Alpha Delta Chapter 
(Tnstallccl April 30, Hl17) 
SENIORS 
H. \V. Huno 
J. IT. ROIILOFF 
Jl 'XTORS 
S. K. REID 
K. R. TEIS 
F. E. GR.\Y 
D. F. l fPDIKE 
F. K. M. H t'~TER 
SOPHOMORES 
w. P. GATTS 
J. \1. lTARRJS 
V. jOSUN 
C. M. RUOFF 
H . w. HODGES 
FRESHMEN 
''· E. BucK 
A. I I EDBERG 
Paoe 12! 

tli J!appa ~lpba 
Alpha Kappa Chapter 
(I nstalled December 2, 1905) 
FRATER I~ FACCLTATE 
\ VILLIAM \ VALBRIDG£ \VEIGEL 
SENI ORS 
CH.\ RLES L. S)llTH 
CARROL P. BURFORD 
BER~.\RD£ E. HA~nmR 
EDWI~ L. MILLER, }R. 
H ARRY H. H uGHES, J R. 
B E:-.'JA)liK S. CORXIVELL 
J uLES PIIILIP CoLBERT 
\ Vll.LI.Uf L. STEWART, }R. 
JUN I O R S 
PAVL H . K ARGES 
K.\RL \Y. BOOKER 
R t·ssEL \\'. H m>T 
P ERCY G. Foro!.\~ 
H .\ROLD L. BAILEY 
J om> R\ Y FIEDLER 
H ow.\RD 0. 'AOR\' ILLE 
VtnGIL L. \\'HIT\VORTlf 
A:-.'YIL CL \RK \VJLLJAMS 
Jon:-; F. IIOSTER)L\X MERTO~ 1 R,\ SIGXER 
H mmR LA K IRBY L EONARD \VtLLIAM l I . BAXTER 
GLEX SHEmiAN \\'\')L\X 
SOPH O M ORES 
H OWARD FLECK 
v\'JLLIA)I KEELING 
MELVIN P . \iVEICEL 
vVrr.uAM c. ZIEGLER 
1 RVI X \\'. K EYES 
HARRY s. PEX\1~ 
B EN M . L AYTON 
E. I I. CATHCART 
\VJLLIA)l SAYLE R OBERTSON 
FRESH MEN 
ARLO LOWELL HUNT 
CLYDE SPERRY METCALF 
\VJLFORD STILLMAX \ VRIGHT 
HOWARD 0 . SCIIRAMM 
J OliN R A \VLINGS WALKER 
CHRISTI.\X F. ScnAEFER 

~igma: Jllu 
Gamma Xi Chapter 
(Eslablishecl January 28, 1903) 
FRATER IN URBE 
]Oil X M. OUTIIG.\TE 
FRATRES IN FAC liLTATE 
jOSEPH \\'. BARLEY 
SE:\IORS 
ARTHUR L. CAIRNS 
H .\ROLD F. PATTERSO'-'" 
HO:\IER A. HOLl.IN"CSliE.\D 
JL'.r\ lORS 
\V.\RREN R. GETTLER 
HENRY I r. .AR;\1513\' 
j OSE1'II M. \ 'VILSOX 
].\:\IES M. \\'lLSOX 
CHARLES J. MILLAR 
lTOW.\RD S. CRAWFORD 
SOPHOMORI~S 
K.\RL ,\. SCU:\IJDT 
ALFRED S. CnAPPUis 
BILLIE RAYMO ' 0 MENNIE 
CHARLES G. KI SKADDOX 
CHARLES J. COLLET 
jEAN PAUL 
l\1.-\RIOX \\'. \\1.-\TKIXS 
R..\YMOND F. ORR 
]OH~ r. GoRDON 




ROBERT M. COURT.XE\' 
R USSEL H. KENNTXG 
] .nms CHRISTOPHER 





f received a manuscript by mail one day and upon reading 
it was surprised at its good qualities. lL was rather a unique 
piece of literature. At first l did not sec how I could possibly 
print it, but after some thought the thing began to be funny 
to me and consequently I desired to let everyone in on the 
joke. As I am not a D. D. M. I could not write the thing out 
at various places on the sidewalks, therefore I am taking the 
only method I haYe of letting all have a laugh over this. 
Consequently I present this paper to you, in continued form 
throughout the book. 
-The Editor. 
(A story in five cpi~odcs.) 
During the first week of school last fall a certain Freshman 
was "rushed" by all of the fraternities which have chapters 
at the School of Mines. Each crowd "·as so sure that it had 
the best bunch of men in school it made this Frosh suspicious 
and the "rushing season" ended without his honoring any of 
the chapters with his pledge. It happened that one day not 
long ago we were speaking with this man about various 
things and during the course of the conversation he mentioned 
the fact that he k11ew several "brotherhoods" very well but had 
ne\·er affiliated with any of them becau:;c hut then the fol-
lowing is a record of the statements made by the various 
chapters to thi~ man the first day he was in school and from 
these statements you can see "\\'HY." 





E. l\1. Ct;Y 
J. c. S .\LMO:-\ 
L. E. LDIPKIX 
L. H.,c;ooD 
H . E. D !EHS 
R. D. S.MITJ[ 
I . \\' . AI.C'ORX 
H. c. LOE'>CIIE 
R. E. RICII \RDS 
D. S. MosBY 
P. M. BRO\\'~ 
S. 11 . STU.\H1 
P. L. BuKE 
P. L. T110\l t>"iO'I 
GR:\ DliATE 
J OHX H. Bowu~s 
SE lOR~ 
]. G. MILLER 
W. R. DEXISOX 
~r. A. BADOLI.ET 
H. F. \'.\LE:-\TIXE 
G. P. DIERS 
s. M. HAYES 
E. F. CliAPJ:-1 
A. F. DE>:IS0::-.1 
E. \\'. REMBERT 
R. C. McCu; RKE:-.: 
G. J. CnRtST'\ER 
SOPH OMORES 
F. Z. MEEKS 
M. N. BEDELf, 
T. C. SCHOTT 
T. M. Tum.JPso'l 
FRESll l\ I E~ 
c. L. KE.~lPER 
E. B. SAXDERS 
)'t (JI J.IQ 

~rubstaket' s ctelub 
R. J. STROUP 
W. F. NETZEBAKD 
F. A. KAULLEN 
J. E. ]EWELL 
E. s. \VHEELER 
I. F. HODGES 




M. v. HEALEY 
S. I. ZooK 
w. K. TELLER 
E. P ESOUT 
H. C. BUSER 
A. vv. WALKER 
1. SUBLET 
FRESHMEN 
H. H. CARLTQ.ll. 
M. vv. \iVALLAcE 
R. K . STROUP 
L. LOLLl~S 
J. T. HoDGES 
A. L. ACKERS 
T. s. \\'OLVERTOX 
H. M. WitiTXEY 
A. B. WILKERSON 
w. E. TETER 
w. H. W!riMER 
R. J. LAPEE 
R. A. HOFFMAN 
II. H. I1 EIDniAN 
c. \V. B. SITZLER 
Page 13! 
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J .. E. DA YTDSO~ 
H. \V. H URST 
:\1 VIR L. FREY 
R. G. KA SEL 
VlCTOR E. KnniEL 
j Oil'\ 1\ I. REEVES 
0.\\'ID F. \\'.-\LSH 
J. J. HAUERTJllER 
R. E. Ml:RPHY 




FRED A. DEC'KMEYER 
B .\R'\EY Num:DL\:-." 
\V. R. QUI LLl \~I 
Jl' XIORS 
I I.\ROLD L. CmLDRESS 
\Y. IT. Mh17.(;ER 
\\'. II. DL~LOP 
SOPHO:\IORES 
SThJ>JIE"\ l\1. Bl RKE 
v., XtE II. \\'1msTER 
CEOR(,J•: A. ZELLER 
j .\ \11-:S 1\. \\'ESTG.\ RD 
FRESHl\1 E0.' 
SPECIALS 
Cnw:-. \\' . M ... ,c;,,us 
S. c. t\U~EH\II~SEX 
ED\\'1'\ H. S\~GUIXET A. J .• \;-.nER-;o~ 




H. c. K ERR 
A.D.HALIN 
MEY!~R GoLLUB 
CLASS OF '21 
A. F. D ELAI.OYE 
CLASS OF '22 
\\.E. CASE 
R. J. K EXYO;-; 
N.\TII.\ 'J PACK~JA~ 
H. \\'Et.LS 
\. L. CRJP 
F. IJ. II OLLOW 
P. J. H EGWER 
j. L. AXURE\\'5 
CLASS OF '2:3 
j. 1\1. \\'.\:\X.UL\CHER 
CLASS OF '24 
j. C.\ STELLI 
B. K. BAt;MG.\Roxrm 
C. JIU~TER 
H . \\'. H OPPER 
SPECL-\LS 
H.Y.MA 
H. P. Snnr 
K. Y. Cl1A:\G 
E. G. l\L\CH I:\ 
A. C. R ecKER 
F. R. H ALASEY 
L. LIXZER 
R. TR.\ GlTT 
R. ZEYALLOS 
A. B. jEWELl. 
Eow. TORRE'n~ 
]. F. \Y.-\LL.\CE 
\h/. E. C.\SE\' 
\\'. S. GRAll.\~! 
H. j O:>..ES 





H E'i\ I got off Xumbe.r Ele,·cn I was greeted by an eager lookin~ young 
man who asked me tf he could show me ~round the town. (whtch '''?S 
the fir::;t time I knew that Rolla wa::; not a ctty) . After totmg my gnp 
around for some time he asked me if I wouldn't go over to the "house" 
with him. 1\ow, 1 am from St. Loui:-, and when he mentioned the word "house" I jumped at the chance and away we went. During our walk 1 noticed that he 
wore a something on his vest which looked to me like the emblem of the United 
Brotherhood of Moving Picture Machine Operators; but when l asked him what 
it was he told me in sacred tone that it was his "Fraternity pin." l t seemed 
as if all the men that \\'e met belonged to the same organization, and when we 
saw a student wearing any other sort of a pin my conductor would sort of shy 
off and somehow l rH'\'er got to know any men \vho wore other sorts of pins. 
By this time we were approaching a large building that stood just south of the 
Campus ( I didn't know that it was a Campus at that time, it just looked like 
a "yard" to me). Group:; of young men whom I took to be students were 
standing around on the porch giYing all of their attention to certain other speci-
mens whom I afterward found to he fin;t year men. T his puzzled me, too, 
for I had always heard that the upperclassmen were mighty rough on Freshmen; 
such, however, was not the case, and 1 found that never before had I received 
such an excess amount of attention as r got at that place. Dinner was served, 
and after dinner cigars \\·ere handed out and some of the more world ly w·isc 
were taken upstairs and offered liquor of various kinds, which was seldom refused 
though most of us had never taken a drop before. T hen one by one the new 
men began to di~appcar only to reappear some minutes afterwards with faces 
wreathed in l:'milcs and wearing a little round button on the lapel of their coat 
the meaning of which 1 did not know. I IO\\ e,·er, I was not allowed to sit here long 
unmolested and I too was called up stairs and taken into a room lined with a 
crowd of the fralres in universitate, and their story began: 
'Wc\·e the best bunch of men in the University and we arc the strongest 
financially of any of the frate rnit ies in the College. \t\'e've got the most spiri t 
of any bunch in the school; we can prove it because we g~vc our yell after every 
meeting. \ i\'e have some of the most influential men in the school, not to men-
tion Doc .'\rmsby, who works for u:; as much as he can and is slick enough to get 
by with it. \\"c once had another member of the faculty, but somehow he has 
gone back on us we don 'L kno,,· "hy. Football? Good ness, yes! \ \'e'Ye 
got the captain of the team and most of the member:-. of the team and if we 
can work it just right we will have a Sigma Nu team, and the emblem that the 
players will geL \\ill be a snake instead of an "M." Some idea, isn't it? 
:\ow we don't claim to be perfect, but you will have to admit that we arc 
pretly darn good. (T hey admit it th<'msdvcs.) row, Old Fellow (throwing an 
arm around my shoulders), we have come to like you mighty well and we want 
you to become one of us. J ust cancel all the rest of your dates and wear this 
little button.' Now frankly, I looked like a fool to turn de)\\ n ~uch a great 
crowd of fellow~; hut that's what l did. 
(Continued on page l-l6) 
POOl' IJ8 
Png•• J,I!J 
~au T/itta lat 
Beta of Missouri 
(Installed December, 1906) 
C. j. ADAMI 
E. R. BucKLEY* 
H. A. BUEHLER 
D. COPELAND 
W. E. Cox 
R. E. DUFFY 
R. M. RrcHA RDS 
L.A. TEST 
HONORARY 
L. S. GRISWOLD 
J. A. HOLMES* 
G. E. L.mo 
D. A. Lvo~s 
A. L. McRAE 
P. ~.MOORE 
R. c. TI10:\!PSO~ 
L. E. You:-.c 
C. l\1. \VoODW.\RD* 
FRATRES IN FACULTATE 
T. M. R\IXS 
c. Y. CLAYTOX 
G. R. DEAN 
c. R. FORBES 
L. £. G ,\RRETT 
C'. H. FULTO~ 
J. R. GUITERAS 
K. K. KERSHXER 
FRATRES lN U1 LVERSITATE 
\\'. \\'.WEIGEL 
L. E. DAVlDSO:-.r 
W. L. STEWART 
\\'. F. NETZEBAXD 
J OTIX BowLES 
R. ]. STROUP 
J. P. CoLBERT 
J. !\1. \VILSON 
A. C. WILLIAMS 
R. J<. STROUP 
*Deceased. 
11. P. Snm 
E.\\". RE~IlJERT 
M.L.Frcy 
E. S. \\TIIEELER 
J. F. HosTErurAN 
D. F. l ' PDIKE 
\V. H. Du~LOP 
1. E. jEWELL 
I I. S. CR\WFORJ> 
w. H. BAXTER 





(Installed December 30, 19H5) 
HONORARY MEMBER 
H. A. BUEHLER 
1921 
H .\ROLD LEL.\).'1) B AILEY HO\\'.\RD OLIVER ::\OR\"ILLE 
LEWIS ELY DAYIDSO:-r RICIIARD jOHX STROUP 
jOSEPH l\1.\RTLA:'\'D \\'JLSOX L\\\'RE~C~ COI.LIXS 
HEXRY \\'ILLIAM H u RsT Rom~RT K. STROL:P 
Axv11. CLARK \\'n.uA:-.ts j om: R:\V Fumum 
S.unJEL HoR.\CE LLOYD 
1922 
\V ARREN R OY GETTLER WILLIAM H . D UNLOP 
jon~ FRANCIS HOSTEJUfAN } Al\lli:S EDWIN } EWELL 






~igma ~amma Cfpsilon 
Eta Chapter 
(Installed December 22, 1920) 
c. R. 1\JIZE . 
G. B. BLOO.\l 
H. E. DIERS. 
D. F. UPDIKE 
1. F. HODGES 
\V. W. KEELER. 
A. B. NEEDHAM 
A. F. DENISOX 
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SEC0:\0 EPISODE 
''l'\0\v I had b<.'en seeing a lol of these students in school wearing a :;ort 
of a diamond shaped pin and I wondered if there could he any chance of going 
to their house. Soon enough the chance came and when I entered their horne l 
found that it was just a hig eating club and they had about fifty member:> and 
going strong. [ liked this crowd for it seemed to me that it would he less ex-
pensive for a large crowd to live together than a small one (anyway, that':- what 
they told me), and when [ was called 'upstair:;' this is what I learned about 
this chapter: 
'\\.c've got things just the way we want them this year. During the war 
we had so many men stay in the Student Army that we were able to get things 
well in hand; we arc patriotic, too, for didn't almost all our men volunteer to join 
the S. A. T. C.? 
'\Ye h::tve some good men, too. T ake our Bills, for instance. They can do any-
thing and get away with it- even to alcohol. One of them was at Yale, too; 
went there a whole year one month. He was pledged Deke also, hut when he 
found that they had no chapter at this school he pledged us. The other was in 
business during the war we don't know what- but he's a good man all right. 
Take Bill Bailey, he's one of us even if he won't admit it; got him his fre:-hman 
year (just like they thought they'd gel me). 
'Thrre's just one thing we tried to do and didn't gel result~. and that didn't 
amount to much. \\'c cou ld not get ou r St. Pat's Quccn- thot we'd combine 
pleasure with businc:;s and get the girl, whom one of our number had in mind. hut somehow it didn't work out as we expected. 
'\\'e've got enough men on the Miner Board to control that paper for se,'cral year:. lO come. 
'\i\'c've got enough men on the Tau Beta Pi roster to keep that a pledge ~ociety of ours for some time to come. 
·or course, Theta Tau is our own. Everybody will admit that. \Yc have 
more :-trong right arms than any other frat in town- in fact. J.L the gentle an 
of hand-shaking we have no equals. 
'\ iVe have so many, many things to be proud of that it is useless to tell 
you all of them. To sum it all up, the school could not run -absolutely could 1\"0T operate-without our club. 
'\\'c have just t"·cnty-five more pledge IJllllons left, won't. you wear onc 
of them?' 
fCoritinued on page 150.) 
l'a(ll' If, i 
~bt JSappa ~bt 
Honor Society 
1\1 issouri School of l\Ii ncs Chapter 
(Installed January 29, 1920) 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
( ;EOR(,E R. D E.\); 
l i E:>.RY I I. ArutsBY 
C.\RROLL R. FORBES 
jOSEPil \\'. BARLEY 
CL,\REi\'CE E. BARDSLEY 
Euto C. 11.\RRts 
LEo;.. E. \\'oou:-.1.\). 
AL'STL~ L. MrR.\E 
\\' tLLLUI D. Tt:R:\ER 
\\' n . t.t.\::'11 \\'. Wt~IGEL 
E.lcctcd in 1920 
FACULTY. 
CHARLES H. FL"LTON FLO\'!) H . FR \\IE 
KARL K. KER~Jl;\ER 
Ul\DERGRADCATES 
ER~E:,T \Y. RE~rBERT josEPH ~l. \\'tLso:-.-
\\.tLLI.\)1 F. :\ETZEBAXD . \ :'\\'I L c. \\'tLLI.\)15 
LEwts ELY D.wmsox \Yn.LI\\1 II. Dt."\LOP 
\YTLLl.\\1 L. STE\\'.\RT 
Motto 
"Plcage, mum" 
<!auo lJ abis 
A No. 1 J unglc. 
Colors 
Black and Blue 
"A thousand miles without a red, 
A side door Pullman for a bed -
At some kind dame's free ly fed, 
A jolly good fellow when all is said." 
I EDDIE BoH:>: I 
BOE IX FACULTY 
"BOOTS" CLAYTOX 
BOES IN ] 011\T 
''SQUEEK'' i\EEDHAM 
"Frsu" SAL~rox 
"Bt..amm" M c BRIDE 
"DJP" V,"E.XDELL 
"J li\I~IIE" H ARRIS II BRANDY" BR.\~DEXBURGER 




" l{.\111 HUXTER 












"\Yhilc walking down the street that evening I \\as accosted by a fell~w 
wearing one of those pins shaped like a half-moon, with some o~hcr marks _on tt. 
It certainly was a good-looking pin, and I thought how my gtrl would ltke to 
wear one of them set with rubies and emeralds, with maybe a diamond or two 
mixed in it to make it look more expensive. This man greeted me like a long 
lost friend and asked me if my name wasn't Newman. l told him it was, won-
dering how he found that out. IL happened that one of his lady frien~ls was 
visiting in my 'Home T own' last summer and she found out from a fnend of 
mine that l was going to school at Rolla in the fall and told him to he sure to 
look me up, which he did. 
" I wondered how a bunch of college students could own and keep up such 
a nice, large house. (This is ah.,·ays a source of wonder to new students until 
they find that the houses are rented and that the land lords only rent to College 
Fraternities as a last resort.) Kappa Sigma has everything- even a dog, (which 
I later found to belong to the Kappa Alpha boys and was ostracised because 
of a certain ungentlemanly conduct in their hom,e). They had colored help, 
which always looked big to a new man, and they certainly treated me white. The 
dinner was perfect and the show we attended was one of the best I had seen , so 
l was feeling pretty good toward the crowd ' til I was invited 'upstairs.' 
"This bunch was more clever than the rest, and they began with the follow-
ing conn.•rsation between two of the brothers: 
•· 'Dick, this is may last year at the old ~chool, and how I am going to 
miss the bunch. The old frate rnity has meant everything to me since 1 haYe 
been here, and how l would have hated to have been left out.' 
"'Yes,' ~aid Dick, 'it means a lot to a fellow to be called a fraternity man. 
A fellow little realizes when he is pledged just what an honor the fraternity is 
conferring upon him.' 
''With this little conversation they began on me: 'When you have heen at 
the college for awhile you will find that we arc not as well liked as some of the 
ot her bunches.' This is a point in our favor, as it ma rks us as being " individual," 
and rea ll y we are the most aristocratic crowd in town. We are not snobs, we 
arc just better than anyone else and we admit it, and so will you after you kn ow us. 
" 'Our fraternity is the largest college frat in the world, of course Lamda 
Chi Alpha will be la rger in time, but it will be a long time, and anyway we "pick" 
our men (Editor's Note-we don't know how they pick lh<'m). Our organiza-
tion is the oldest in the world, it even dates back to the Catacombs and to An-
cient Rome. The Masons and our fra ternity a rc brother organizations-in fact. 
we have borrowed much from them. 
·• 'This chapter is one of t he oldest chapters in the in::otitution and we be-
lie,·e without bouquets that we a rc just about as good as we could be and not be 
too good. Of cou~e, we have our faults a nd they arc good faults, and you arc 
bound to do the ngh t thing if you wear the li llie badge we have here; this is 
our pledge button; we want you to wear it and become a member of this grand 
old fraternity.' 
"Again it seemed like I was making the mistake of my life but I did not go 
away wearing the black and gold button they tried to wish on me." 




Honorary Sophomore Organization 
(Established October, 1913) 
ACTIVE l\1EMBERS 
D. S. MosBY 
H. E. ZoLLER 
J. V. HARRIS 
s. M. BURKE 
p. E. FlSCIIER 
F. H. HOLLOW 
H. TAYLOR 
H. H. HucuEs 
V. l. KEETER 
W. R. GETTLER 
L. H AGOOD 
R. W. HUNT 
IN THE SCHOOL 
w. E. C.\SE 
J.P. GORDO~ 
II. S. PEXCE 
A. B. \YILKERSOX 
s. H. STUART 
D. G. GIBSOX 
v. H. \\"EJJSTER 
E. M. Guv 
J. M. WJLSON 
H. c. KERR 
J. E. ] EWELL 
If . L. LEONARD 
G. J. CHRISTNER 
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~quare anb <!Compas~ 
(Masonic) 
HO TORARY l\ I EMBERS 
\\'.\LTER ASIIER 
I I. A. BuEHLER 
\i\-. J. Kr u ;oRE 
E. J. K ocu 
B. F. CUL13ERTSOX 
F. H. FARRIS 
J. vV. ScoTT 
lVI. F. FAULKE~ER 
R. E. H ELLER 
J. M. SOUTIIG.\TE 
F. w. vVE11n 
B. \V. IlU.MPIIREY 
C. L. \ ,r oons 
OFFICERS 
VI R(.ll. L. \\"HITWORTH 
G LEX V. COFFEY . 
Tno~t \S l\I. TRo:~rPso~ 
KURT DE COl'SSER 
l\1. S. B .\DOLLifl 
K. \\'. ROOKER 
c. J. COLLI~T 
R. R. OtCKERSOX 
c. R. F ORI3ES 
E. C. HARRI S 
D. E. I IUFFMAX 
F. 11. L ANE 
A. L. M c R AE 
I I. 0 . NoRVILLE 
ACTIVE l\IEMB ERS 
C. E. BARDSLEY 
J. H. BowE:s 
c. L. DAKE 
H. L. Du::-."LAP 
L. E. G.\ RRET 
D. J. H ENDRY 
V. 1. K EETER 
B. M. LAYTON 
C. C. MosENA 
M. H. THORNBERRY 





\\'. H. BAXTER 
E. F. Crr,\PIK 
E. E. DECKERS 
0. R. EvANS 
E. M. GuY 
v. B. H I XSCJI 
S. w. KILGORE 
E. S. McCANDLiss 
G. A. M u rLENBGRr. 
F. P. WHITE 
C. P. HeRFORD 
J. R. FIEDLER 
~1.\x HOWARD 
J. E. jOXES 
RECENT H\ITTATES 
c. R . C.\)fEROX B. S. CORXWELL 
j. T . H ODGES B. E. H .'L\DIER 
R. \\'. HuxT 
R. H. K XIGBT 
L. E. \V. LEPPER B. 1'\coELMAX 
E. H. SA:-;"GUIXET c. E. STOYER 
F. ;..: . STROI\G K. R. Tms 
LIEL'T. H . L. PECKIIA~I 
V. J. j osu x 
H . L. LEOX.\RD 
\\". J. SCOTT 
\\'. R. STUBBI:\S 
A. B. ~EEDHAM 






















j!Mintr' 5 H jfl" Qrlub 
E. J. WENDELL . 
R. C. McCLURKEN 
A . L. C\IR.'I'S 
J. H. B owEN . 
j OE B OWLES. . . 
0. L. BRAXDE~BURGER 
A. E. BucK . 
J. L. B uLGER 
H. C. BusER 
A. L. CA I R~S 
H . Cno:m:.\U 
G. 1. CIIRISTXER 
J. V. HARRIS . 
W. H. K AMP 1• . 
R. H. KE~~I~G . 
L. E. \Y. L EPPER 
H . L. LEOKARD . 
H . E. McBR1DE 
R. C. M cCL URKEN 
A. B. NEEDHAM 
I. K. OwEt-.S 
A. B. PARKHURST 
J. H. R OHLOFF 
C. A. R uNGE . 
]. \V. SCOTT, j R .. j onx ScnmuN . 
M. I. Src~rm 
J. M. SouTHGATE 
M . H . TuORNBERRY 
E. J. WENDELL 
F. P. \\"mTE { 
J. MoRT. vVJLso N 
S. I. ZooK . 
















Baseball '13-' 14-' 16-'16 
Basketball '18-' 14 
Football '20 























~bt ~tar anb ~arttr 
(Organized March, L920) 
Music and Drama 
Membership Competitive 
OFFICERS 
CtL\RLES J. COLLET 
MARlO!\' \V. \VATKIXS 
R USSELL W. HUNT 
Tllo:IL\S G. WETR 
\'. L. \\'HJTWORTH 
L. B. SClll:)L\C'IIER 
T. C. \\'EJR 
J. E. J E\\'ELL 
R. \\'. HuxT 
I I. E. DIERS 
n. F. LTrmKE 
L. Lt:'\ZER 
D. S. MosBY 
C. j. COLLET 
~[. \\'. \\',\TKJ:'\S 
:\. L. ITCXT 
c. S. :\IETC.\LF 
j . .;\[. \\'.\S~lVXD 
SE:'\ JORS 
] L"TORS 
F. K. M. HuNTER 
SOPHOMOR I~S 
FRE<-,1-fl\J E'\ 





E. M. Gl' Y 
\\". L. STE\\ \RT 
F . • \. K\LI.J. E:\ 
R. 11. K:--IGilT 
KuRT DE Coussrm 
.r . E. jOXES 
\\'.\\'.BOLT 
J. P. CORDOX 
F. P. MATLACK 
\\'. P. C.\TTS 
C. S. DoOI. EY 
R. !\. Cot RT~EY 
D. F. ROE")E 
.\. \\'. i\ \\ 1.0){ 
l't£01' 15S 

Wbt j!Missouri ~iner 
mEGINNTNG with the first week of September, the Miner started off on the most successful year in the history of the paper. Ten members of last year's staff returned to take up their duties in their branches of 
the various departments: Miller, orville, VI/heeler, Leonard and Wilson, 
on the editorial staff; Booker, ~etzeband, Kerr, Huffman and Burke, on the 
business staff. 
"Snutz" ~1iller, as Editor in Chief, was always on hand to keep things 
moving, but due to pressing school work was compelled to resign shortly after 
Thanksgiving. II. 0. l\orYille, who had served on the board as class reporter 
and Assistant Editor, was then elected as "Chief." He perfom1ed his duties 
like a seasoned veteran and it was thru his efforts that theM iner passed through 
a ,·ery successful season. H. L. Leonard has always been on hand to dash ofT 
the society and local news and has won considerable fame as a "Who's \Vho" 
writer. E. S. Wheeler is deserving of much credit for his diligence in reporting 
athletic activities and in his efforts to mould the athletic spirit of the school. 
Joe \Vi lson, our Cartoonist, has worked diligently and has made the weekly 
cartoons a special feature of this year's Miner. 
K. W. Booker, W. F. retzcband and W. K. Teller have hand led the business 
affairs of the Miner in a very corrunendable manner. They have been true ef-
ficiency engineers in their work and through their efforts the financial condition 
of the Miner has been materially improved. With an increase of twenty per 
cent in subscriptions among the alumni, local and national business men ha,·e 
come to regard our columns as an effective advertising medium. S. M. Burke 
and G. £. Zeller haYe successfully coped with the problems of circulation in a 
creditable manner. 
\Vhen all is considered, the Miner may be said to have enjoyed a very 
successful year. Our Christmas edition consisted of twenty-four pages, and, 
without doubt, was the best issue of the Miner ever published. Our St. P aL's 
issue was above the standard. The old paper of eight pages was increased, in 
many issues, to ten and twelve pages. 
T he staff has attempted to give the student body, the faculty and the 
alumni an unprejudiced reflection of school life and school opinion. It has been 
the aim of the staff to reflect in every respect the feelings of the college regarding 




The Press Club was organized last year to promote inter-
est in technical writing among the students of M.S. M. The 
membership included all men who have been or are at present 
on the Miner Board. 
A great many plans were considered for exciting more 
interest in writing, but the one finally accepted was that of 
offering a prize of 25.00 for the best technical article or edi-
torial wri uen by a student. 
The contest started in January and ended March lst. 
The winning article was printed in the St. Pat's issue of the 
Miner. Other articles of special merit arc to be printed in the 
Miner from tim(• to time, and no doubt will be of much interest. 
The Press Club deserves much credit for its work and it is 
hoped that the students will respond Lo this offer made to them, 
not entirely for the monetary value of the prize, but for the ex-
perience that will be gained in working upon such articles. 
Engineers are inclined to belittle their work in English. 
If they realized its great importance in actual practice they 
would undoubtedly take more interest in their writing. 
f>noe 1 6Z 
Paoe 16.1 
\ 
~bt ~tubtnt ctounctl 
GEORGE B. B LOOi\'[ 
\VrLLIAM BAILEY . 
THmi.\s G. WEIR 
G. B. BLOOM 
\Y. B.\ILEY 
R. GETTLER 






T. G. \\'mR 
H. HuRT 
A. DEL.\LOYE 
L. E. DAVIDSO~ 
The Student Council of the M is~ouri School of Mines consists of five men. 
Three of these are from the Senior Class and two from the junior Class, and are 
elected by the student body. 
This year, Bloom, Bailey and Hurst fr-om the Senior Class, and Weir and 
Gettler from the Junior Class were elected to sen·e until April, 1921, but due 
to the graduation of the three Senior members, it was necessary to elect new men. 
The men elected to fill these vacancies were Davidson, Delaloye and Stroup. 
The Student Council has been more active and more representative of a 
"Student Council" this year than in those previous, particularly so regarding 
the class fight and green caps. It also handled many minor cases very credit-
ably, and it is hoped that the organization will continue in the future to be as 
active as it has been in the past year. 

\Ebe .mercter <telub 
Chaplain 
REY. FR. jon:-- P. Lvxcn 
D. F. \i\ '.\LSil 
S.M. BURKE 
D. S. MOSBY 
OTTO EHLER 
F. A. K.\ULLEX 
A. C. Aua~R~IISSEX 
P. I31S(.'JI 
E. J. Bo11:-. * 
j . L. BULGER 
E. DE CA IWE~AS 
A. S. CJI.\PPIL'S 
F. A. CA:-- .\LES 
F. A. DECK\IEYER 
A. F. DEI .. \I.OYE 
A. O tWEREl X 
C. J. GRIP 
M. v. IlEA LEY 
j. j. rfAUERTillER 
F. R . 1 l ALASEY 
F. H. H OLLOW 









R. J. L APEE 
H IRAM LAWRENCE 
F. E. Lown 
]AMES M cCA RTtiEY 
R. J. l\1cCuxE 
] . M. McDo:--EI.L 
GEORGE X.\\\':--
]OHX P. OSTER 
R. L. PARKER 
G. L. RICHERT 
E. B. SAXDERS 
CHRIS . SOUTH ER • 
G. F. WILLIAMS 
R. ZEYALI.OS 
H. E. ZOI.LER 
ASSOCIATI-: l\1 EMBERS 
RE\'. J. J. II UGTIES 
J. E. B ULLARD 
\i\". H. FETTERS 
*Died ;\o,·. 7, t920. 
c. E. PARKER 
E. ]. C.ntPBELL 
D. F. Do:--o11ot~ 
L. W. 11 fGI.EV 
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jfflissouri ;ilfltning anb Jfletallurgtcal 
~ssociation 
LTJIOl 'Cll the Mining and Metallurgical Association got an early 
:;tart thi:-; year, there was but one lecture giYen during the first term. 
This was a talk by J. R. Cui teras on "Mining at the Chile Copper Co., 
Chuquicamata, Chile." 
More activity was. displayed during the second tenn by the society. In 
J anuary John Bowles gave a talk on \i\ioodrivcr, Idaho. Jn the following month 
J. Gross of the Bureau of Mines told us of his experiences in Alaska. The last 
meeting of the year was turned over to H. A. Buehler. As usual, he gave us a 
very interesting lecture. 
The Association is affiliated with the :\merican InstitUle of Mining and 
:\Ietallurgical Engineers. Many of our members are Junior Associate,; of 
this national organization. 
A. F. D ELALOYE 








































m:be _metallurgical anb ~btmical ~otittp 
liE METALLURGICAL AND CHEMICAL SOCIETY, which :s 
composed of men who intend to make some phase of chemistry or 
metallurgy their life work, has had a number of successful meetings 
this year. These have been held with the object of presenting the various 
pha!->cs of practical work that the different members have come in contact with 
in their work. 
During the year the following addresses were made at the meetings: 
The Relation between the Re. carch Laboratory 
and the Industrial Plant HusTOX TAYLOR 
Harding Balll\l ills . G. F. l\ IETZ 
The L1se of Po\\·derecl Coal Jn Lead 
Blast Furnaces D. E. HuFF~IAX 
The Littlest Thi~gs in Chemistry B. NUDELi\1.\X 
Ancient History . E. BusKETT 
T he business meetings were generally fol lowed by a social hour at which 
time refreshments were served. 
The Diphenyl Dozen, an organization of chemists, has been a very great 
aid in assisting the society, and on December 9th thcv were hosts to the society 
wht•n the new physical laboratory was given a formal ~-hristening. 
I IVSTOX TAYLOR . 







































The • .\merican Association of Engineers is a national society composed of 
members of all branches of the engineering profession. I ts objects are to advance 
the standing of the profession, and to promote the welfare of its members, par-
ticularly along non-technical lines. 
The Missouri School of Mines Chapter was organized in the spring of 1920 
and received its charter a few weeks before Commencement. A constitution 
was adopted and officers for the en:suing year were elected, but no real work 
was done until fall of this school year. 
ervice is the policy of the Association. The chapter has elected a repre-
sentative to the Rolla Chamber of Commerce and through its Publicity Com-
mittee aided in passing a bond issue lo improve the local light and power plant. 
The school directory, published by the local chapter, is a publication that has 
proven very valuable to every one. Other activities such as a schedule of sala-
ries for Mining Engineers and a state law for licensing engineers have prO\'en 
important to the association at large. 
The officers of the chapter arc: 
H. H. ARMSB\' . 
J. P. CoLBERT 
C.£. BARDSLEY 
E. M. GuY . 





. Publicity Manager 
l'fl{lt I i! 
\ 
.iffltmbtr~btp 1Li~t of ~. ~. Cf. 
ACKERS, A. L. 
ALTON, W. j . 
ANDERSON, A. s. 
Al\DREWS, J. L. 
AR,\ISBY, H. H. 
BARDSLEY, c. E. 
BEDELL, M. ·. 
BISCH, F. G. 
BLAKE, P. L. 
BLICk"ENSDERFER, J. 
*BOHN, E. J. 
BOOKER, K. \V. 




BRYAK, J. P. 
BucK, A.£. 
BURI"'RD, c. P. 
BuRKE, s. M. 
B usER, H. C. 
CALVERT, c. P. 
CARDENAS, E. DE 
CASE, W. E. 
CASEY,\\'. 
CASTELLI, J. 
CATHCART, E. H. 
CHAKC, K. Y. 
CHAPI:\1, E. F. 
CHRISTNER, G. J. 
CHRISTOPHER, j. JI. 
COAKLEY, J. L. 
COFFEY, G. v. 
COLBERT, J. P. 
COPE, 0. C. 
CORNWELL, B.S. 
CROUSE, G. T . 
CROW,\\'. 
DAMOTTI~ , E. \'. 
DAVIDSON, L. E. 
DAVIS, c. B. 
DEJ.ALOYE, A. F. 
DENISON, A. F. 
DENISON, W. R. 
DE\ EREUX, P. A. 
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DIERKING, G. T. 
DIERS, G. P. 
D IERS, I I. E. 
DOOLEY, G. A. 
DUNLOP, w. H. 
EnLE, 0. 
EvA~s, 0. R. 
FISHBURN, c. D. 
FORAN, L.A. 
FORMAN, P. G. 
FRA~lE, F. H. 
1:RAME~ _w. s. 
I· REY, 1VI. L. 
GOLLUB, !\I. 
GORDON, J. P., J R. 
GRAHAM, w. s. 
GRAY, F. F. 
Gn, E. l\1. 
llABERTIIIER, J. j. ] lA GOOD. L. 
J IALASE\', F. R. 
l-I ARRJS, £. G. 
IlAYES, s. M. 
II£JDTMA~. H. II. 
HENDRY, D. J. 
HINSCH, v. B. 
HODGES, f. F. 
] IOFFMAN, R. A. 
HOLLAK, P. A. 
JIOLLlNCSii EAD, I I. A. 
HOLLOW, E. J. 
IIOWARO, l\L R. 
HUCKINS, ]. G. 
] lUFFMAN, D. E., jR. 
IIUNT, j. 0. 
J ·~WELL, A. B. 
l<ALEY, c. B. 
KARGES, P. H. 
KASF..L, R. G. 
KAULLI!:N, F. A. 
KEMPER, C. 
KENNiNG, R. H . 
KENYON, R. J. 
KERR, 11. C. 
KERCHNER, K . K. 
L APEE, J. R. 
L AY, W. C. 
L ENOX, J. 
LEONARD, H. L. 
L INZER, L. 
L OESCIIE, H. C. 
LCMPKI:-1, L. E. 
L USTER, T. c. 
McCARTHY, J. 
McCLELLAN, M. H. 
McCLURKEN, R. C. 
MAREK, H. c. 
MEEKS, F. z. 
i\ I ETZGAR, \\'. A. 
MIKELL, w. 
MILLAR, c. J. 
MILLER, J. G., jR. 
!\IJLLIKAN1 C. E. 
MONAHAN,]. 
l\ looou,, D. L. 
~lOSl.IY, D. s. 
MosENA, C.<:. 
NAPf'ER, H. J. 
XAWN, G. F. 
NAYLOR, A. \\'. 
NETn: nAND, W. F. 
NEUWIRTH, A. G. 
NOR\'ILLE, H. 0. 
NuD£t.MAN, B. 
JuNNALLY, II. N. 
PACKMAN, N. 
PARKHURST, A. B. 
PATTI, RSON, II. F. 
PENCE, H. s. 
PEsOvT, E. 
PORTER, E. K. 
POWELl, , \V. A. 
REEVES, J. ~1. 
REMBERT, E. \\'. 
REMMEKS, \V. E. 
RHOADS, R. L. 
RICHARDS, R. E. 
RJCUERT, G. L. 
RUNGE, A. E. 
SALMO~, j. C., }R. 
SANDERS, A. E. 
ScHOTT, T . c. 
SHIH, H. P. 
SIEGLE, Wm. 
STTZLER, c. \\'. B. 
SMJTII, c. 
SMITII, R. D. 
SOTIER, A. L. 
Sot:THER~, C. 
SOl'THCATE, J. :\1. 
STORRS, s. E. 
STO\'ER, c. E. 
STROlP, R. j. 
STROl' P, R. 1.::. 
STUART, s. II . 
Scut:\IACHER, L. B. 
ScoTT, G. R. 
TEDFORD, E. s. 
TE\' IS, c. c. 
Thmtrsox, P. F. 
THOMPSOX, T. 
TIRRE, F. l\1 . 
TORRE~CE, E. 
T URl\ER, H. L. 
WALLACE, J. F. 
\\'ALLACE, ~J. \\'. 
\\'ALLI~C. \\'. H. 
WATKI!\S, M. w. 
WATTS, A. B. 
\\'El.ISTER, \ '. H. 
WELLS, H. 
WEKNER, w. A. 
\\'ESTCARD, J. A. 
WHITXEY, H. M. 
WlJJTWORTII, V. L. 
WILKERSOS, A. B. 
\\'ILLI,\MS, A. c. 
ZELLER, G. A. 
ZIMMERMAN, D. 




"The next man that I met was a rotund looking youth named Laun. This 
fello\\ wore a different pin from the rest of those I had met and when I asked 
him what Club it stood for he was righteously indignant. '\\.hy, man, that 
pin stands for the best fraternity in the world (I had heard the same statement 
somewhere before) , it is General Pershing's own.' :\ow this sounded like real 
stuff to me.and I wondered how it happened as I had not known that the Gen-
eral had attended the School of Mines. T his was of great interest to me and 
J began to think that maybe I had ,·ery nearly missed something. 
"Their club house was situated in still a different part of town and the 
house itself was very unpretentious. This was in favor of the fraternity, l 
thought; because the others were so extravagent in the matter of houses that 
l knew it must be a burden on the members to keep them up, but this opinion 
\\'as short-lived for I learned very soon that they had enormous plans on foot 
to build a house that \\'Ould put all the rest to shame. 
"As soon as they could work it (they call it separating the sheep from the 
goats- but really the sheep is the goal in the long run if they get him). I was 
called 'upstairs' for a fourth time and was beginning to think that all of the 
members of the various fraternities were 'second story workers.' This crowd 
was not so good on the gentle ar t of bull throwing, but their arguments were 
forceful enough anyway. These are some of the statements made by them: 
" '\Ye arc the only fraternity that can make good men out of the odd ones. 
" 'We hold the record in establishing chapters of our organization at the 
yarious institutions in the country. 
" '\\"e are the only crowd that can have its share of T au Bets and also 
its share of T heta T aus, Sig Gams and Quo Vacls. How do we do it? We don't 
know- we just DO. 
" 'We\·e got Slim l rpdikc, Squeek 1\eedham, Count DeCousser, and had 
some more good men at one time but we lost them last year. 
" '\\'e arc the only fraternity that can keep our internal t roubles to itself. 
" '\\"e are the only fraternity that kept open house during the summer 
(open house was right), but we will never allow it again because one of the P. 
K. A's. darn ncar ruined our reputation- we truly have a reputation though 
you'd ne,·er guess iL 
"'But take it all around, I don't know where you'd beat us, not in this ~chool, 
at least. \Ye get by- but don't ask us how, because we don't know ourselves. 
We just do, and HO\\" \\'£ DO!' 
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COFFEY, G. \'. 
BATT:\LIO:-.. STAFF 
Major 
l\llLL~R. 'E. L., JR. 
COLOR CPARD 
Ccrptaill and Supply Officrr 
J>E Con, ER, K. II. 
Corporals 
Bt:CK, A. E. 
ELLIS, C. F. 
COl\IPA>\Y "A." Sergeants PARKHURST, t\. B. Corporals 
ORR, R. F. PORTER, E. K. CIIJSON, D. G., jR. 
Captaiu LIKOGREN, R. A. REMMERS, w. E. FRAME, V/. s. ROtiFF, C. M. ;\(rKELL, W. 
BoLT, W. W. RUNGE, A. E. 
WALLACg, J. F. Pr-ivates 
First Sergeant Corporals W1mmR, W. II. ANI>RliWS, J. L. 
BtrR KE, s. J\(. HEGWAR, P. J. WrLMESHER, C. F. BALLINGER, R. A. 
GREGG, J. L. CASEY, w. E. 
B11glers WATTS, A. B. GREI~NSWIUGIJT, A. s. SEC'O:-.: D PLATOO~ LAY, \V. c. 
PESOUT, E. :VtARTvN, r. F. 
\\'ELl.:., II. Privates Leader :\1 ARL,K, I I. C. 
.\IcCLEu.AN, ~1. H. 
CA~IPBELL, J. P. Second Licutcnan1 ~~ ETCALF', C. S. 
Fl RST PL.\ TOO:\ CnRJSTOPHER, J. H. ZErGLI!R, ,, •• r. ~1ooorE, D. L. DA\' IDSOX, R. \". :\. :\ltRI'HY, R. E. 
uader 
DAVIS, c. B. Platoon Strgtant :-\AYI.OR, A. \V., JR. GABLER, G. c. ScHMIDT, K. A. 
First Lieutenant GRAHAM, \V. S. FREY, :\1. L. SITZLER, c. \\'. B. 
K '\IGIIT, R. II. HOLLOW, F. H. STRO:-IG, F. 
JETT, J. E. Sergea11ts St"BLETT, I. KEMPER, C. L. TIIOMPSOX, P. F. Platoon Sergeant MOORE, H. H. ;\I EEKS, F. Z. \\'A:'\EXMACHER, J. ~1. 
LOE!SCliE, II. c. ~AW:\, G. F. BLICKEI'SI>BRI'ER, 1. ZDtMERMAXN, D. 
Pave Ji8 
\ 
C0:\1 PANY "B." 
Captai11 
STl:ART, S. H. 
First Sergeant 
:\lcBRIDE, H. E. 
Buglers 
ScHWARi', I I. G. 
J< EYES, I. \\'. 
FJ RST PL\TOO:\ 
Leader 
Fir:-.t Licutcna nt 
ZOLLER, J-1. E. 
Platoon Sergeatrl 
LEO='ARD, I I. L. 
Sergeants 
TORRI-:='CE, E. J. 
Kr~nrH., \·. E. 
I'O(JI I i.l 
Corporals 
BURCH, J. c. 
F ISHBl.J R:\, c. D. 
TETER, \\'. E. 
Prit•ales 
BAL'MGARTNER, B. K. 
CARTER, H. A. 
Cot'RT:\Jn, R. :\1. 
Fr,gcK, H. 
I l A \'WOOD, E. G. 
H t :-;T, J. 0. 
KALE\, c. B. 
KESSLER, II. 11. 
:\I 01\AHAN, F. :\1. 
:\[t RPHY, j, K. 
ROI;sE, D. F. 
ScHOTT, T. c. 
ScHRAM~!, II. 0. 
STORRS, s. E. 
TiiVIS, c. c. 
l'~UER \\'000, F. J. 
\\'EIGEL, \I. P. 
\VJLKERSOJ'\, A. B., jR. 
\\'JLSO:\, E. :\1. 




REE\'E~. J. ;\[. 
Platoon Sergra111 
:\li~X:\IE, B. R. 
Ser.~Panls 
IIOO\'ER, B. F. 
1'\UN:-JAI.\', II. 1\. 
Corpor11ls 
CHAD\', R. F., ]H. 
jh\\'EI.t., .\. B. 
DROt:OT, II. R. 
Primlr:i 
BACKER, \\'. II. 
8 ,\R'\ETT, \\'. j. 
BOWERS, (. C:. 
CA'iTEt.l. l, J. 
lle:-.1, A. L. 
llocw~o:R, E. < :. 
KNIGHT, J. R. 
LIN/ER, L. \1. 
LOEV\. D. B. 
Lt:!'T£R, T. c. 
:\IAG.\Lb, C. \\'. 
;\[ARTIZ.., G.\ . 
;\[C(LFl.LA:\1>, ~1. j\f. 
ScHAEFeR, C. F., jR. 
~OTIER, A. L. 
\\'AI.KI-:R, A. \\'. 
WALKER, J. R. 
\\'EBSTEN, \.II. 
\\'EST(, .\RO, j. :\. 
\\'RI(iiiT1 \\' . ~. 
• 
FIFTH EPISODE 
"~ow it happened that when I matriculated in college I started rooming 
at the home of the lady who cooked for the other fraternity in school- that 
good old Southern fraternity- Kappa Alpha. The first day I was there her son 
asked me if I wanted to join a frat, and I told him I was not particular; but he 
told me that the Kappa Alphas would be glad to have me for they needed fresh-
men to keep up the fires for them. Of course, I did not like to be recommended 
by the son of the landlady, but I soon found out that fraternities would take 
information from almost anyone and likely were glad to get the recommendation. 
Time went on, but the invitation from this crowd did not come 'til finally one of 
their members came to me and told me how good they were. He said: 
·• '\\'e are the only fraternity that occupies the house in which we live. 
" '\Ve do not enter politics (they all say that). 
"'\Ye have some of the best men in school ( they meant they did have in 
1916) . 
" '\Vc've got the best house on the campus (they mean Prof. Harris has) . 
"'We've got a member on the Rollamo Board (everybody has). 
" '\Ve have a faculty representative (he won't admit it though). 
" ·we have the most of Rolla's 400 "sisters'' (query- what is a fraternity 
sister? Did anybody ever hear of one?) 
" '\Ye have a lot of good friends in town, too, among the most influential 
men of the vicin ity; we bad Colonel Woods un ti l the sewer pipe broke. 
·• 'Taking it all in all, we think we are pretty good; in fact, we know we are 
pretty good and sometimes we can make the statement without anyone dis-
puting the fact, but that is because the most of them arc jealous of us (of what?) 
" '\\'e limi t ourselves to the good old South (old is right), and the ideals of 
the grand old brotherhood do not alto"' us to change that policy, which is really 
a benefit (we don't know how).' 
"They really did not have such a bad bunch of fellows, but then you might 






ULD IREL.\ND is not the only locality that has called in 
the Honored and Venerable Saint Patrick to rid itself of the 
reptiles that bothered the inhabitants. In the early days 
of the Missouri School of l\1ines severa ll\Iiners reported the fact that 
they had seen these serpents and that they thourz-ht that it wa& advisable 
to gel rid of them before they became too numerous. This idea mel 
with spontaneous enthusiasm. Then the idea of awarding the task 
to one of the engineering fraternity was thought of, and the recipient 
of such a job could be but one man and that was St. Pat himself. 
Thus it came about that John Bowles had the honor of interviewing 
this worthy saint, thrust upon him. John brought back a promise 
from St. Pat that he would visit the Missouri Srhool of Mines on 
his next birthday if possible. 
At the beginning of March he sent word that iL would be im-
possible for him to come here in person. And with this announce-
ment he delegated his powers to George Menefee. This was in the 
year 1908. Early in the morning of the 17th the student body turned 
out in full force to welcome St. Pat as he came into Rolla. He came 
jn on his handcar. The crowd of students escorted him lo the campus, 
where he was given the opportunity of viewing the portion of Rolla 
where he was to exercise the powers that St. Pat had given him. He 
ran a careful traverse, checking to the len-thousandths, of the area 
with a transit that was both original and unique. This instrument 
consisted of an empty beer bottle set in fork of a branch of tree. This 
act ended the day'!:i affair, and St. Pat's representati,·e marched back 
to the music of the band which was present on the campus. Such 
·was the modest beginning of the modern celebration of St. Pat's. 
Since then the movement has come to be recog-nized as an author-
ized holiday and has taken the place of all other holidays in magnitud(' 
and importance. Various s tunts ha,·e been added from time to lime. 
These include the parade, the minst rel show, the Masqued Ball and 
the knighting ceremonies. A further feature is the queen that is 
to accompany St. Pat at the ball. Miss Helen James Baysinger was the 
first queen in the year 1915. 
J•aor 1 8! 
OTHER VISITS OF ST. PAT 
Paor 18.1 
~be ~oUamo ~lap 
··~FFICER 666," a comedy in three acts, presented under the a uspiceg 
of the Star and Garter for the benefit of the Rollamo Board, proved to 
"' be a success rivaled only by " Billie" a nd "Stop Thief" of last year. 
· The play, difficu lt to present under normal conditions, was handicapped 
by the fact that the time was limited. Only thru the effor ts of a well picked 
cast a nd a capable director was the play successfully staged. 
The play deals v.rith a young millionaire who has traveled abroad in search 
of adventure. Fa iling in his search , he retu rns to find adventure in his own 
home in the form of an attempted robbery, a girl and Officer 666. The play, 
full of action a nrl humor, was a direct hit and is another addition to the long 
list of plays successfully presented at Parker Ha ll. 
The Rollamo Board is indebted to the cast, \V. L. Stewart, H . H. Armsby, 
the Freshman Orchestra, and all \\'ho con tributed in any way to the success of 
"Officer 666." 
Bateato . . . . 
Michael Phelan, Officer 666 
Whitney Barnes 
Travers G ladwin . 
Helen Burton . . 
Sadie Sma ll , her cousin 
Mrs. Burton 
Alfred Wilson 
Watkins . . . 
Police Captain Stone . . 
CAST 
Kearney, a plainclothes man 
Ryan, a policeman 
SCENES 
V IRGIL \VUIT\\'ORTH 
PE~IBERTO~ GoRDo~ 
WILLfAM H oKE 
WILLIAM B AXTER 




C n ARLES KISKADDO~ 
MARIO~ \V.\TKIXS 
C u ARLES COLLET 
SA~[ STUART 
Act. 1. Drawing Room of the Gladwin Home-afternoon. 
Act. 2. The same room- evening. 
Act. 3. Same as Act 1. 
Director . 
State M anager 
STAFF 
WILLI AM STEWART 
II . H. AR\ISHY 
Properties . . 
Busine~s Manager 
J. F. HosTER~L-\X, \Y. E. CAsE 
H USTON T.\ YLOR 
1\J usic furni~hed by the Freshman Orchestra. 
I' not• 1 tll, 
jf ootball 1Sanquet 
N \\'EDNESOAY, December the 8th, 1920, a banquet was tendere
d 
the thirty men that composed the 1920 football squad. The succc:;s
 
of the team prompted the student body to give this banquet in hono
r 
of the men. This is the first of such banquets, for after the close of e
ach ::.eason 
a similar affair will be given. 
The thirty men were the honor guests. Besides these, there were 
nearly 
th ree hundred others that attended th is affair. Among those pres
ent to do 
honor to the squad were Rolla business men, faculty members and stu
dents. 
Cheers given by the upper classmen and Freshmen opened the ev
entful 
evening. A very appetizing supper was served by the ladies of the Pr
esbyterian 
Church. After the supper was over the speeches were begun. 
"Thorny" acted as toastmaster and introduced the various speaker~. 
Among these was Dr. Fulton, who awarded the letters to the men of
 the team. 
Eddie Bohn, who was killed in the \Varrensburg game, was awarde
d the hon-
orary letter. 
Among others who spoke that evening were: Coach Roger ~IcCune; 
Coach Spike Dennie, who predicted that the football team of the Mi
ners would 
he champions of 1921; Buddy Cairns, captain of the team; Dr. A. L. ~feRa
e, 
former director of the School of Mines; Dr. Baysinger; "Dip" Wende
ll, captain 
of t he 1921 team; W.]. Ellis, Major C. E. Cooke, Dr. Barley and George Bloom. 
One of the interesting features of the evening was the prc:.entatio
n of a 
bouquet of flo\vers to each member of the l:>quad by the little son of Dr.
 Turner. 
Before lhc evening was over it was \'Olcd that the first banquet 
was a 
great success, and that the meeting be adjourned to meet one year from Decem-
ber 8th for the second Annual Football Banquet. 
~tttn cteap 1Bap 
mS THE train came to a standsti ll at Rolla's station the first Freshman of the Class of ' 2-1 alighted with spirits high and wi th a multitude of visions of the Missouri School of Mines. lie had heard of its world-wide fame a nd reputation and no\\· he had at last arri,·ed here, a fter 
a blissful summer at home. Instead of the peace and prominence which he had 
anticipated he found that he had been set down in a locality infested with 
barbarous, blood-thirsty Sophomores who were on the warpath for Freshmen 
~calps. The very atmosphere seemed to pred ict evil to Freshmen, a nd as more 
and more of his clas:;men a rri,·ed the pa trois were increased. H e was afra id of 
the waters of the Frisco Pond. 
The Sophomores' ultimatum, which had been posted in conspicuous places 
about town, was suffi cient warning for him and he spent the evenings of the 
first week at home. From various members of the school he found out that the 
fair grounds afforded the only place of safety on the eve of the battle; so he 
borrowed a blanket and with a few sandwiches he set out on the designated 
even ing for the consultation of war. A large bonfire had been bui lt, arou nd 
which most of his class had already collected. Our hero was soon lost in the mob. 
After a pleasant evening spent counting the stars the Freshmen a rose 
and prepared to march back into town. This march was duly accompli!:ihed to 
the tunc of the " Mining Engineer." The opposing forces lined up on the two 
ends of the field. The sight of a hundred Sophomores before him frightened 
our hero. At the stipulated time the gun went ofT and the fray began. The 
field was a surging, seething mass of entangled humanity. At interva ls, a Fresh-
man, bound hand and foot, would be extricated from the mass and carried to 
the side to await the will of the victor. In twenty-three minutes the Freshmen 
were vanquished and the Sophomores were duly proclaimed victors. 
After a brief rest to repair the s ick and the wounded the defeated Fresh-
men were liberally decorated with green pain t and choice signs such as "Siberian 
Goof Hound," "Pride of the 400" a nd "Swamp Angel." They were then 
marched to J ackling Field for the ci rcus, which consisted of lampblack fights, 
egg shampoos, molasses fights, songs,dancesand proposals to som e of the sociely 
belles of Rolla. In most cases the Sophomores deemed an application of the 
pine paddle a part of the necessary enth usiasm and pep of the meeting. 
After the curtain had fallen on the last act of the circus the Freshmen were 
provided with the customary green caps which betokened the ignorance of the 
wearer. They were now tamed a nd broken. 
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OUR 11 PRETTY" FROSll 
Paor IS':' 
~enior m:rtp 
Our yearly trips constitute a part of the pleasure of attending a 
i\1 ine Engineering School. Last year in the spring the ] uniors and 
Seniors took an extended inspection trip thru the South Missouri 
Mining District. The trip star ted April 9th from St. Louis and ended 
at the same place on April 17th. Dr. Cox and Professor Charles C. 
Clayton supervised the students while on this jaunt. 
The geology of the Iron Mountain District, together with that of 
Frederickstown, was studied for three days. Here actual mining and 
field conditions were studied under the direction of Dr. Cox and with 
the assistance of "Boots." In fact, Prof. Clayton was deeply in-
terested in this inspection. 
Then Professors Forbes and Clayton got a chance at the boys. 
This was at the Missouri Cobalt Company. Here the milling and 
smelting plants were both vi~ited and studied. Many things were 
learned here that could not be obtained from books. The study of 
all milling and smelting methods were further gone into at the plants 
of the Federal Lead Co. at Flat River, Missouri, and again at Bonne 
Terre. All these plants were of interest to the men, due to the fact 
that they arc in Missouri and arc among the largest lead milling and 
smelting plants in the country. Underground methods were studied 
as well as the milling and smelting plants above ground. Then the 
Lead Smelter at Herculaneum was visited and "Boots" told us again the 
advantages of the Dwight-Lloyd and Pots furnace in Lead Roasting. 
Zinc is also an important product of the district, so we visited 
the Collinsville Zinc Corporation and studied their methods. 
And after imbibing all this knowledge the party returned to St. 
Louis, dining sumptuously at the Planter's Hotel. After this there was 
nothing to do, so naturally we returned to Rolla to graduate, if pos-
sible. "Liz" Millar arrived via Lhe blinds and declared he was feel-
ing 0. K., . o we all decided to call the trip a real success and wish 





29. Rolla's Chautauqua entertains 
the Miners. 
30. George Easley, an old Miner, 
add resses the Students. 
31. The Phelps County Fair :.tarts 
and the Freshmen get a first glimpse 
of the bewhiskered Ozarkians. 
SEPTEMBER 
1. Miners start going to classes 
now and then. Aquatic Classc~ held 
at Frisco for benefit of Freshmen. 
•' ~ ~ ~· .SEP .1 
2. Eighteen Freshmen tied to tron 
fence around campus and later dis-
ciplined by ophs. 
:3. Dr. Fulton makes his l nauRural 
Address. Most tremendous success. 
4. Student Counci l takes unpre-
cedented step and bring about ho;;tile 
and favorable criticism. 
5. Frosh make stragetic retreat to 
Fair Grounds. 
6. Sophs win in class fight. 22 
minutes time. 
7. Football candidates report to 
Coach McCune. Both parties well 
pleased. 
SEPT.'r 
8. Election to fill vacancies on 
Rollamo Board. ' ~ 
9. Prof. Forbes blows student up 
with a squib thought to be dead. 
St:PT.9 
10. Politics very much in evidence. 
12. Students go to church. Some 
accomplish purpose and get a free 
dinner. 
16. Prof. Dean feels fine and tells 
some new joke~. 
19. Everybody in dark on account 
Rolla being broke. 
20. Students labor under the handi-
caps of no lights and think it adYan-
tageous in prospecting. 
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\ 
21. Prof. Forbes lulls class to sleep 
with lecture in his Mining Class. 
23. H. P. Lawrence-Thelma Bal-
la rd. 
24. Miners do not take kindly to 
special train idea for Washington 
game. 
25. Rolla's 13, beLLer known as the 
"Four Hundred," work overtime on 
th is bright moonlight night. 
OCTOBER 
1. R eal Pep shown at mass meet-
ing. 
-t Freshmen organize an orchestra. 
Oct.'"t" 
5. Frosh raise hell in general. 
12. Basketball and Fall track men 
their grind. 
Paqt J9J 
15. Lecture on Concrete by Col. 
Boyden. ~orne i\Iiners feel insult<..'<.!. 
17. Sunday. Usual excitement. 
19. j ohnny Bulger gels another 
wrinkling. 
Oct 19 
23. \Yc lose football game to <;t. 
Louis ., 27-0. 
24. Miners organize a Bihle Class 
at the ~1cthodist Church. 
()c1.21. 
27. Lyceum Course begins and i:, 
well attended. 
29. Big Hallowe'en dance. 
30. 1\1 any find that school :.tarts 
an hour too soon- rather a day too 
:;;oon . Miners meet the Razorbacks 
in the annual contest. 
NOVEMBER 
l. October grades turned in. The 
rumor is in the air that Buddy Cairns 
is married. 
2. Scholars celebrate the outcome 
of the electjons. Recruiting for the 
"Esquimaux Navy" begins. 
3. Fred Schaefer stages an unsuc-
cessful snipe hunt in Sinkum Holl ow. 
4. October Flunks invited to a pink 
tea giyen in their honor by the faculty. 
G. Eddie Bohn seriously injured 
in football game. Doc Pshaw assists 
in customary manner. 
. I EDWIN JOSEPH BOHN I 
11. Armistice Day. Memoria I 
services at Parker Hall. 
J 3. Miners lose game to Drury by 
score of 13-7. 
14. unday. You know the rest. 
17. News of Buddy Cairns, life sen-
tence confirmed. 
1 . Theta T a u B a n q u e t. The 
chosen few are put thru the fire and 
tested for many things. 
19. No lights. Students peruse 
text by candlelight. 
20. Quo Vadis convention and at-
tendant evils. Frosh draw blood from 
Sophs by the score of 19-6. Second 
Miner dance. 
23. Rollamo play, "Officer 666." 
Football team leaves for Tulsa to play 
Henry Kendall. 
Nov.23. 
25. Turkey Day. Miners celebrate 
by losing p,amc to Henry Kendall by 
the small score of 45 to 0. Alumni 
Banquet at Tulsa. Lots of pep. 
2 . lJ nclcfeated Junior team chal-
lenges the Frosh to a football game. 
29. Basketball practice begins in 
earnest. Good squad out for honors. 
30. Something new under the Rolla 
Sun. ~cw arrival in town. 
DECEMBER 
l. A. A. E. Smoker in gym. 
2. Coach McCune appointed to be 
Assistant Athletic Director. 
3. Freshman Smoker. Herewith 
picture taken of student body. 
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4. Tau Beta Pi initiation and ban-
quet for the consecrated ones. 
15. Everyone looking fonvard lo 
the Xmas holidays. 
19. A Miner thought to have been 
seen at church. 
20. Lambda Chi's wm basketball 
championship. 
JANUARY 
4. Ed Hollow blows in with the 
same old line. 
5. Dr. Boyce also arrives to take 
chair of Economics. 
18. Dean kicks out four s tudents 
for working Calcul us that is beyond 
his mental grasp. 
]ANI6. 
19. A. A. E. meeting. 
20. Frosh seen sporting latest 111 
undress uniform. 
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21. Everything calm. Something 
must be going to happen. 
22. It did- John Miller shaved. 
23. Basketball team leaves for tour 
of state. 
24. Miners lose to Central by score 
of 24-12. 
25. MiEsouri l\1 ining and Metal-
lurgical Society meets. ?\Iew Physical 
Director arrives. Name, Bill Kamp. 
Old letter man. 
26. Miners lose to Westminster. 
27. Tau Beta Pi pledges some men. 
2 . Miners stage 6th anniver:sary 
dance. The shuffle--GOSH! 
]A N.2.8. 
29. Satyrs throw a dam-p party. 
Revenue officers busy. 
30. Satyrs require help to get home. 
utEbt jf rat ~in" 
mLMOST any lovely lady is satisfied with a string of pearls, a platinum brooc
h and 
a diamond glinting somewhere between her jeweled comb and her cut-steel buckles. 
She cares no more for ornaments than Omar did for hooch. Which is where the 
lovely women differ from the stalwart of the species. A man is satisfied with one 
pink frat pin. 
No guy has made the most of his college education unless he comes from college drooping 
with a frat pin on his chest. A .bird that spends four years on the front line benches without 
bagging a campus Croix-de-Guerre is skipping pretty close to the nix column. He must face 
the world without a fancy hat band, without a mystic grip to slip all comers and without the 
Greek alphabet pecking from his vest. And that's some handicap. Since sport shoes came 
down to $6 a pair, it is getting harder and harder to distinguish the college guy. 
There arc ll,926,0t2 combinations of the Greek alphabet and just that many frats. £,·err-
thing secret nowadays is labeled alpha or omega, including salad dressing and linamcnt formulae. 
Any guy that lopes thru college without being tagged for some Greek outfit is a dud with a capital 
"D" and a missing fuse. 
The frat guys are the outstanding gazinks of the dear old alma mater-the boys that drink 
the midnight fusel oil. The collegiate Ku-Klux is the real thing in the mystic department. And 
the Greek letters arc the code language for something hidden and unseen, as for example, Beta 
Vodka Delta for B. V. D's. The boys that peddle the hush dope make the moonshiner look 
like a public character. 
All the real folks have been tagged for honors. George Washington belonged to the Kanan 
Tella Li fraternity, Babe Ruth has joined the llitta Lotta Runs and Ponzi belongs to the 
I. 0. U.'s. 
:-.lo frat brother is complete without a triangle of platinum pinned where he spatters his 
breakfast eggs. The real thing in frat fixings is a couple of spare parts of the Greek alphabet 
enclosed by a barrage of baby pearls and Attleboro diamonds. The aleck that carries one of 
these hokey-opokeys over his fifth rib is a loudbang in frat circles. And every year they murder 
120,000,000 oysters just to get pearls for the edges of those pins. 
The big minutes in a frat guy's life is when he gives a gal that pin. The skies quiver and 
the gods halt till the safety clasp pierces the dame's georgette. According to all the by-laws and 
umpty-umpty of the sacred frat, the lady is now engaged to the yap that just gave up the pin. 
l t is a thrilling moment, especially to a Jane that can't read Creek. 
Another star-spangled ceremony connected with the Balkan alphabet is slipping the frat 
grip. The grand and solemn handclasp has all the finger movements of a cornet solo without 
the cornet. When Greek-lrlter guy meets Greek-letter guy then comes the lug of paws. There 
is no thrill like feeling the authorized squeeze of the brother frathead. And there arc more 
victims of the Greek grip than there are of the Spanish influenza. 
The intricate mo,·es of the regular handclasp makes the Bertillon system look like a rough 
description. But even so, the grip's a good thing for the college boys- it's the one kind of 
manual labor that they fall for. And that's our argument. You don't have to be a frat guy to 
get by in life, but it helps. \\'hen you arc broke and star\'ing miles from home you can alwars 
hock the frat pin.- (Ex.) 
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The Freshman smoker on De-
cember 3, 1920, was well attended 
by men from all of the classes. 
Perhaps the large attendance was 
due to the fact that there had been 
a hint of something special in the 
way of entertainment. The pro-
gramme started with a selection 
by the famous Freshman Orches-
tra. Following this, Spoof Walker 
and Snipe Schaefer staged a thrill-
ing pillow fight in which Spoof 
was declared winner on points. 
Marek and Smith then engaged 
in a mock sparring bout, each of 
the conte tants being blindfolded. 
This mock bout was followed by 
a real one between H. 0. Schramm 
and Kessler, in which Kessler had 
the advantage although both con-
testants displayed good form at 
times. 
This ended the listie entertainment for the evening and the next type was 
brought on. This was Fred Underwood, who rendered a vocal solo. Not to be 
outdone, the orchestra played the other selection that is in the repertoire. All 
the preceding forms of a musements were tame when they arc compared to that 
which followed. 
The next thing on the list of amusements was the main drawing card of 
the evening. And as the imported cabaret dancers from the city of St. Louis 
came tripping in there " ·as a great outburst of spontaneous applause, mingled 
with severa l hundred ferven6ighs. Howe,·er wild the Miners were, to be the lucky 
ones who s hould draw the a ttention of these dancers the luck was with the 
United States Armv- Lieut. Peckham; \\"all Street- Fred Smith; Rolla-
Prof. Butler, and at last one or two of the students, principally Stroup, because 
he had less hair on his head than most of us. 
The Miners were truly appreciative of the performance and enjoyed it im-
mensely. The Smoker was a complete success as there were plenty of smokes 
a nd lots of pep. 
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He: "Let's kiss and make up!" 
She: " If you're careful, I won't have to." 
* * * * 
ECOi\OMICS 
Prof. Boyce was waxing warm on the topic ofJSupply and De-
mand. Noticing a lack of atten tion, he asked: "Mr. Reid, give me an 
example of an elastic demand." 
Mr. Reid answered: "A pai r of garters." 
* * * * 
WE'LL BITE 
They say its not the dress that makes the chorus girls . Then 
what is it? 
* * * * 
DO TELL! 
Elizabeth: "Doctor, I want you to vaccinate me, but I want it 
done in some place where it won't show." 
Dr. Bay (meditating) : "Well , I don't see how I can do it without 
doing it internally." 
* * * * 
DO YOU BELIEVE IT? 
"You a re concealing something from me!" hissed the villain. 
"Certainly 1 am," replied the fai r damsel; " I ain't no Salome." 
* * * 
IS THAT SO 
Crow: "\Vhat date is tomorrow?" 
Dip: "Jim's." 
* * * 
* 
* 
HERE AND THERE 
Schwarz (\Vorld-famed Explorer) :J " I've· been everywhere 
all over the world and seen everything." 
McBride (Local Explorer) : " D'je ever take some of this unlabeled 
whiskey?" 
Schwarz : "Never did." 
McBrid'e: "You've never seen anything then." 
* * * * 
THEY ARE SO INNOCENT 
Lovesick Frosh: "You arc t he breath of my life, dearest." 
The 400: "Do you mean it? Then see how long you can hold 
your breath." 
* * * * 
TAKING NO CHANCES 
Any Prof.: "This examination will he held under the honor sys-
tem. Take seats three apart and in a lternate rows." 
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Rolla State Bank 
Capital and Surplus, $100,000 
Safety and Service 
I t is our purpose to handle any and all business 
entrusted to us in such a fair and liberal manner 
as to make all patrons' relations with our bank 
satisfactory and profitable. 
Students' Accounts Welcome 




IS THE SECRET OF 
THE SUCCESS OF 
Th e STUDENTS' STORE 
T he place of service 
H ere you find just what you want 
E very time you want it 
S oda Fountain of the very best 
T obacco and cigars of any known brand 
U niversally advertised candies 
D ivers lines of pipes and accessories 
E verything in text books 
N ifty line of engraved stationery 
T he finest kind of billiard parlor 
S porting goods of all kinds 
S pecial attention given to all 
T he store is open seven days each week 
Q urGrafanola department at your service 
R emcmber the advertisers in the Rollamo 
E very time you need anything 
HARV EY & SMITH 
PROPRIETORS OF 
TilE STUDE~'TS' STORE H. & S. BILLIARD 11\LL 
ROLLA'S THEATER 
To be strong 
To be liberal 
To serve its 
depositors well 
and truly To be prompt 
IS THE POLICY OF 
(:)he f)ational t}ank 
of Rolla 
Capital $50,000 Surplus $55,000 
Reserve Over $700,000 
GOVERNMENT DEPOSITORY 
OFFICERS 
H. W. LENOx - - - Pruidcm 
DAVID E. CowAN - Yiu-Pruident 
P. II. McGReCOR - - Ca1hiu 
FLOYD W. WEBB - AJJ't Ca1hirr 
F. A. CAMERON, - IIJJ't CaJhitr 
W. J. ::\1cCAw - - Au't CaJhitr 
fl SERVICE based on the facili-ties and experience gained dur-ing nearly a quarter of a century is extended by this bank. We 
feel that, because of this experience, we 
are in a position to extend every aid and 
assistance to our friends and customers, 
consistent with sound business methods. 
MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESER Y E BANK 
Paoe tOO 
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Merchants & Farmers Bank 
ROLLA, ~1ISSOURI 
Capital and Surplus, $125,000 
Students: 
You cannot make the most of your 
education without business training. 
A bank account with us will give you 
that training---the value of which can-
not be overestimated. 
WE ARE GLAD TO HANDLE 
STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
"A Modern Bank JorProgressive People" 
o-- -- -- --- o 
I Jor RELIABLE GOODS 
- AT-
I REASON~~!:E PRICES 
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Heller's Clothing 
j--aa Houseao -a 
The 
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ROGERS FOUNDRY AND 
MFG. CO. 
ENGINEERS, FOUNDERS and MACHINISTS 
M anuf actu rnr of 
M ODERN IN lNG ACHINERY 
JOPLIN MISSOURI 
The 
Northern Optical Company 
«J. EYES CAREFULLY and SCIENTIFICALLY EXA~1INED CJ. 
GLASSES FITTED 
CONSULT US ABOUT YOUR EYES 
A. B. NORTHERN, Optometrist 
EIGHTH STREET ROLLA, MISSOURI 
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THE BEST FOOD and 
THE BEST SERVI CE 








The Brunswick Phonographs 
The B runswick R ecords 
Conklin Fountain Pens 
SIGNET Gold and Silver Pencils 
SUN RAY FLASHLIGHTS 
COLLEGE and SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES 
We: sell at the: LOWEST Give us a trial and 










ROLLA TAILORING COMPANY 




Shot Guns 'RtnEs 
Ammunitton 
SEE Hardware 
L; C. SMITH ~~Jo~~ 
J. M. PIRTLE 
JV atchmaker and 
J eweler 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
ROLLA, r..HSSOURI 
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For T ext Books, Drawing Instruments 
and /)chool Supplies 
-SEE-
JOHN W. SCOTT 




Qualit y and Assortment t.:nequallcd 
ACCURATE 
THE REC<X;);IZED STAXD.\RD 
THE jvFK//f J?Ul.£ Co. 
ESTABLISHED r873 
E! Gl/Tll AND 
PINE STS. 
A. H. Fetting Manufacturing Jewelry Co. 
l\IANUFACTURERS 
GREEK LETTER FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
2 13 N. LIBERTY STRimT 
BALT~10RE, :\10. 
ARY & SMITH 
H ighest Grades of MEATS and Grocerie s 






R olla M issouri 
SERVICE AND CONIFORT-.tl Real llome to a Weary Traveler 
~~:.~~ BALTIMORE 
E\.ERY CONVENIE:-.:CE EVERYTHING CLEAN 
WE CATER TO BANQUETS AND DINNER PARTIES 
RATES $3.00 PER DAY · ROLLA, MISSOURI NgAR STATION 




I t will be 
like getting a 
letter from home 
Something 
of interest 
always in it 
DOl\'T FORGET THAT WE TGR~ Ot.'T 
O~TLY THE BEST 11\ JOB WORK 
CHARLES L. WOODS - ProprieUJr and Edi!or 
Comp/imosll of 






Packard Shoes John B. Stetson Hats 
H art Schaffner and Marx Clothes 
" Rolla's Biggest and Best Store" 
SCHUMAN BROTHERS 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
JOHN A. GARCIA 
MIN I NG ENG I NEER 
ALLEN & GARCIA 
CoMPANY 
ISABH~A Bt;ILOiliC 
'11 L VAN' 8 \:A£S STkEE''r 
CIIICACO 
B. H. RUCKER 
I KSURANCE-A BSTRACTS 
R EAL E s TATE 
The Largest and Most Complete 
Stock of 
FURNITURE, CARPETS 
AND WALL PAPER 
r-:: 1;- ~ 
.~ 
In Southwest ~1issouri 
HARRY R. McCAW 
P INE ST. 
Ltaditlg Firf h!Jttranet Companits i11ihf World. RoLLA, ~hssouRI 
Molt Compltu Stt of Abstracts of Titlt. 
Rtal Estau bought and sold. 
Office S. E. corner 7th & Pine St. Rolla, l\lo. undertaking and Embalming 
D. F. DONAHOE MAR IE M. KEPLER 




THE ENGINEER .. THE 
-/'I, 
I 
FDREHUHNER Of CMLIZATION 
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